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PREFACE 

Of the twenty Latin American republics, the second smallest 

is Haiti. The United States was only twenty years old when the 

people of tlis little country fought their own war of independence 

Haiti has many claims upon the attention of the United States. 

Its war against France in 18024803 was at least a contributing 

factor in Napoleon's willingness to sell Louisiana to this 

country; it was the first indeT)endent Negro state in the modern 

world; its foreign policy has long been interwoven with that of 

the United States. The relations of the United States with the 

Republic of Haiti since the turn of the century illustrate some 

interesting and instructive aspects of foreign policy and politics 

science. 

In the black republic chronic revolutionary disorder, 

economic stagnation and financial bankruptcy gained special 

significance by reason of foreign investments and. Haiti's strategi 

location. With the object of stabilizing the country and thus 

safeguarding foreign interests, the Government of the United 

States assumed what was believed to.be its peculiar obligation 

in the Caribbean region. At first the United States Government 

relied on diplomatic methods. These failed and the situation 

continued to appear intolerable, American forces were landed in 

July, 1915, which was followed by an occupation and the formation 

of a protectorate. This is a study of the methods and motives for 

the American occupation, Particular emphasis has also been given 

to the basic causes for the plight of the Haitians. 



ill 

The principle sources of inforlation were Day of 

State papers, a Senate inquiry into the intervention and 

occupation, general works, periodicals and personal recollections 

of many long and interesting conversations with individuals,both 

Haitian and American who were present during the interve7ltion . 

and occupation. The writer of this thesis has a particular 

interest in the Republic of Haiti. During the years 1942 and 

19431 he was assigned to the American Embassy as Assistant Attache 

for Air. Due to the peculiarities of the relationship which 

existed even at that late date between the United States and 

Haiti, one of the duties of the Air Attache consisted in acting 

as air advisor to the Garde d' Haiti. The writer delivered the 

first aircraft to the armed forces of the republic and organized 

the air arm in 191f2. 

I wish to thank and acknowledge my indebtedness to the many 

people who have assisted in gathering and assembling this data 

and especially to Dr. A. Bower Sageser of the Department of 

History, Government, and Philosophy, for his assistance in 

organizing this material into an acceptable composition. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

People, Geography, Politics 

In order to obtain a clear knowledge of the rroblems of 

Haiti and the reasons for the interest showi by the United 

States in this country, it is necessary that one have a know- 

ledge of the geogra711y, the location, and the racial, political, 

and cultural background of the people. 

To begin with it is necessary that the term Haiti as it will 

be used in this study must be defined, The island itself in 

total area of about 28,000 square miles has been from time to time 

designated Haiti, Hispaniola, and Santo. Domingo. Haiti was the 

ancient Indian name of the whole island, but after the defeat 

of the French in 1304, the name was user.Id to designate the west- 

ern one-third of the island or what had been called the French 

colony of St, Domingue, 
1 

Hispaniola was the name given to the 

island by Columbus, and such is used frequently today on maps. 

Hispaniola. has never been the name of a particular section or 

state, but only that of the island as a whole. Santo Domingo was 

used from time to time aS the dikll.gettion of the isltmd on old 

maps, but more recently came to mean the eastern two-thirds of 

the island, Still later it caee to be known as the Dominican 

Republic, 

Bureau 21: the 1,m ric 
3_49, Part II, Bulletin No. 

I ic 52nd Congress, Ex. Doc. 
92 p, 1, 
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Thie eestern two-thirds of the island of aeproximately 

19,000 square miles contains about one-third of the population. 

This populctioe is in culture, Spanis, and in race, mulatto. 

The western one-third which is now called Haiti and is by race 

and culture tire-French is the area en.ict forms the back drop 

of this study, This one-third WAich contains two-thirds of the 

population of the island is Afro-French in race and culture and 

it will necessitate a short study of the history of the country 

to determine why this is true. 

On Deco her 5, 1492, Columbus entered tee harbor of Mole 

St. Nicholas and some days later on the 12th of Deceber er- 

ected a crops at the entrance of the harbor of Bale des 1-leous- 

2 
tiques and took possession in the name of Ferdinand and Isabelle. 

Columbus, in a reeort to Ferdinand and Isabella said of the 

aborigines: "So lovable, so tractable, so eeacable are these 

people that .I swear to your Majesties there i not in the world 

a better nation nor a better land,"3 The fact that there exists 

today net one pure-blooded descendent of this race is eloquent 

testimony to the unfortunate subsequent history of these "so 

lovable and trsctablott people. 

Rapid disappearance of the Indians under the Spanish treat- 

ment brought about the importation of Africans. The Indian popu- 

lation of the island in 1492 has been estirate at one million, bu 

by 1503 it was 60,000, and by 1514 only e 000 natives survived. 
4 

*14111oaromeammesre. 

D. 

3Ibid 
1. 

D* 15. 
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Since the Spaniards did not come to the island to labor, it 

became increasingly importaut to them that some source of labor 

be found to take the place of the rapidly disappearing Indians. 

It is a matter of record that as early as 1502 Africans 

were imported to provide a labor supply for tie mines and sugar 

plantations.5 As this latter industry developed, the need for 

labor became a vital consideration and Negroes were imported in 

increasing numbers. 

The Spaniards had come to the island for gold and soon it 

became annarent, that, while placer deposits were still in 

evidence such deposits were the accumulation of centuries and 

could not be denended upon for continuous production. Although 

sugar had become an extremly profitable export, cultivation of 

cane and the mechanical processes of producing sugar were not 

attractive occupations to men to the character of the Spanish 

adventurers. The most enterprising and ambitious departed for 

new and more promising fields of endeavor. 

The French t however, took a different view of the future 

importance of the island. The Treaty of Ryswick, signed in 1697, 

recognized for the first time t right of te French to the 

western part of the island. 
6 Under to energetic and intelligent 

admini stration of the French, the setticxlents in the western pert 

Prospered, and farms and nlantations multiplied rapidly. The 

5 
Ibid., p, 15. 6- Ibid., p. 17. 
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successful cultivation of ffrst indigo and later sugar cane 

encouraged the establishment of large estates which in turn 

build up a demand for African slaves. In 1723, 50,000 Negro 

slaves were employed. This number increased to 172,000 in 

1754, and to approximately 480,000 in 1789, At the same time 

in 1789, the white population was 324000 aid the freedmen, 

largely mulatto, was 24,000 by 1790.7 

The aborigines had disappeared, the Spanish insofar as 

the western part of the island was concerned had also dropped 

out of sight. The population was disproportionately Negro and 

what white blood. existed was French. 

From the middle of the eighteenth century to the French 

Revolution there was a T3oriod of increasing and unexampled 

prosperity. Coffee and some indigo were grown most success- 

fully in the mountain district tint the bulk of the wealth of 

t e colony was produced from the marvellously rich alluvial soil 

of the great Plaine-du Nord, lying east and south of the Cap,the 

plain of the Artibonite formed by the river of that name, the 

Cul-de-Sac neer Port-au-Avince, and lesser alluvial plains in 

the south aca. west. Ruins, whidh still exist, testify to the 

forcer luxury of the colony. The ruins of the irrigation systems 

alone would inicate the high degree of agricultural science to 

which this colony attained in the 13th century. 

7 
11, P. Davis, Black lalutagz,(Nov 'Lori:: The Dial Press, 

1929) pp. 23, 24. 
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Althoug on t..o brink of disaster in 1790 the material 

prosperity of the colony i 

exports: 
Sugar 
Coffee 

shown by the following list of 

177,230,000 lbs. 
?3,9',000 

Cotton 6,820,000 lbs. 
Indigo 1,009,000 lbs. 
Dyewoods 6,788,634 lbs. 
Molasses 29,000 lbs. 

The value of these products at 1929 prices would exceed 

$50,000,000. The total value of the land, establishments, 

slaves, and livestock has been estiated at ::';193,500,000. 
8 

Though the French developed in the western 71art of the 

island the richest colony in the world, they, like the 

Spaniards, disregarded the first principles of humanity and 

expediency. Just complaints of the French colonists against the 

home government were finally aggravated to tie breaking point by 

the Jacobin colonial policy of the Estates-General which 

threatened to deprive them of their cAef possessons, the 

slaves. Dissension between the colonists and the home govern- 

ment, then in the throes of the French nevolution was seized 

upon by the mulatto caste as affording an opportunity to better 

their condition, but ar:ied atto. to obtain reco,nition of thel 

rights were unsuccessful. Finally the great mass of the blacks, 

realizing their strength, rose against their masters. They 

ravaged the island with fire and sword and drove out the whites. 
9 

Ibid., p. 25. 

9 
Anericon enublics, quo. cit., pp. 19-20. 
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The influence of the despotic governments under which the 

early leaders of the country lived and the French ideals inher- 

ited from their former masters may be traced in the careers and 

politices of the early leaders and of all the subsequent rulers 

of indeeendent Haiti. Even today the French influence predome 

mates. The officirl language is French, as is also the culture 

of tle small class which constitutes the elite of Haiti, This 

French influence is sunerimposed upon an African background of 

culture and race. It is estimated that 90 per cent of the 

population is pure bleck and 10 percent are of 

10 
There are no pure white Haitians. 

Geographically, the importance of Haiti lIes in its strategic 

location among the islands of the Caribbean Sea. This importance 

}me become somewhat less today since the acquisition of the bases 

from Great Britain in 1940. The islend is one of the Greater 

Antilles lying about 1200 miles due south of New York and 750 

miles southeast of Miami. It lies between Cuba and Porto Rico 

to which it is Intermediate in size. It is some +o0 miles long 

mixed blood. 

and 170 in width, but of very irreeuler shape. The total aria 

of the whole inlyed is 8,000 icteare miles and the Heitian one 

third is tie area of which this study deals. As a whole, the 

isleed is extremely mountainous, the chains running from the 

west with a southerly trend with intervenine valleys in which 

rivers are found. The mountain sloes ranee from steee to 

ereeieitoue, rising often to more than 3,000 feet, a few peaks 

Carl Kelsey, 
Domingo", The nne 
2felal Pcielleet iOo 

"The American Intervention in Haiti and San 
of the Aelericen Academ y of Politictl and 

rlr TTEich, Play 1922) 
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reacting 10,000 feet. These ranges constitute serious obstacles 

to travel and nako road buildin: both difficult and expensive. 

This has been a source of considerable difficulty in maintaining 

communications and affording excellent opnortanities to 

individuv.l having revolutionary ambitions. 

In the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbern SOCk there are five 

great strategical positions: the mouth of the Canal, the mouth 

of the Mississippi, Cube, Haiti, and Jamaica. Tice mouth of the 

Mississippi nr,cessarily will command the great central valley of 

the United States, and here is one of the great positions in the 

trade of the world. From the mouth of the Mississippi to Colon 

our commerce has a straight course, passing Cape Catocho, the 

outernost point of Yucatan, and Cape Gracias a Dios on the Mos- 

quito Coast. This route passes the island of Muyores , which is 

not important, but is within easy striking distance of the great 

Island of Jamaica. The is/and of Cuba is the great controlling 

strategical influtnce in the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico 

It lies across the route from North America and largely commandl 

the route from the mouth of the Mississippi to the eastern openini 

of the Canal. From the YucatafiChanno2 and the Strait of Florida 

to the Windward Passage, Cuba bars the way to maritime traffic 

for over 500 miles, from the Windward Passage to the Mona. Passage 

for some 4r0 miles lies Haiti; and east of tie Mona Passage in 

turn, Porto Rico imposes a furt or barrier about 100 miles long. 

The passages maned therefore are of much greater importance 

proportionately than the numerous passages among the string of 



much smaller islands which, beyond Porto Rico wind away to the 

east for 200 miles and then drop south for 500. miles to the main - 

and of South America. These two passages, Windward and Mona, 

censtrain all maritime traffic into themselves, exercising an 

Influence over its coirsos far beyond their own limits. 

Of these passages the most important as concerns the Carib- 

bean. Sea Is t e Windward Passage. It is the only entrance into 

that sea to Cape Engano at t,o east end of the Dominican Republic. 

Every ship sailing fron New York, Philadelphia, Canada, and 

Baltimore on their routes to the Canal must pass by the island 

either through the Windward or Mona Passage. 

Four foreiu nations in the period 1908 to 1915 hold impor- 

tant positions in the Caribbean Sea. First in importance was the 

island of Jamaica, owned by Great Britain; which is practically 

at the mouth of the Canal. Of almost equal importance was the 

island of Curacao, belonging to Holland, which, in the hands of 

an unfriendly power, would be disastrous in its effect upon the 

commerce of the Canal. To the east and within striking distance 

was Martinique, in the hands of France; Santa Lucia owned by 

England; St. Thomas, owned by mark; The Bahamas and the 

Bermudas, in the hands of England; and Cuba and Haiti, in 

independent control, neither of which at that time could be 

utilitized by the United States in case of conflict with other 

nations of the world. It is seen that the Gulf of Mexico and the 
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Caribbean. Sea are encompassed by islands in the control of two 

great nations of the world, France and England, and by two great 

islands, Haiti and Cuba, which are so strategically situated that 

they could largely control the comorce of practically half of 

the world. In these waters the United States, to which this 

commerce was vital, controlled with the e:.:cetion of Guantanamo 

only the relatively insicificat island of Porto Rico. Beyond 

those unimportEnt e:,zceptions, the United States had no right to 

fortify any of the islands nor could this country use them as 

bases from which to protect our commerce and our rihts in the 

Canal 
11 

It is difficult for an individual. today to fully understand 

the deep interest and alarm which the American people felt 

concerning the Caribbea and the Canal during this period, Today, 

the United States is uncpostionably supreme in this area, but it 

was not so in the early 1900's. 

The threat of World War I began in 1913 and it was impossible 

to judge the outcome. In the case of Gerin supremacy, the 

colonial deendencies of France were believed to surely fall 

into German hands. If ng1and '60re successful, a new era might 

begin, that would do awa-: with the old conditions of rest and 

quiet which heretofore had surrounded her West Indian dependencies 

Under the conditions then present an alliance of two European 

nations could close the mouth of the Canal, and could practically 

dominate to Caribbean Sea. It was feared that with the changes 

11 
George F. Eliot, 7!le_RamplartsWe Watch (New York; Reynal 

& Hitchcock, 1939). 
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brougn- about by the new alignments of power and the ultimate 

changes which might occur in the balance of power in the world 

the European nations minht begin an angressive policy which would 

endanger our lifeline through the Caribbean. Th most fundamental 

considerations of safety; it was believed, demanded that we should 

take every step which would give this government complete control 

of military and commercial conditions in the Caribbean Sea. 
12 

Whether or not the above should bear close scrutiny is not 

the question so much as the fact that this was universally believe 

by the people of the United States. In such cases as these the 

beliefs held b, the people rather than the true facts will deter- 

mine the policy and interests of a democracy. The Panama Canal 

had just been opened and the American people had developed as an 

almost patological fear for the safety of our lifeline through 

the Canal. This pathological fear was to considerable degree 

increased by the whole series of events which were occurring 

at that moment throughout the world. The most important being 

the first World War, the rise of two new world powers, Germany 

and Japan, an.d the politice_ unrest in the countries of Latin 

America, which were causing irnitability in the v'nole area south 

of the Rio Grande River. 

The background of Haitian-American relations centered in 

this small and unstable country at the western end of the island c 

Hispaniola, Afro-French in culture, its birth due to a slave revel 

12 
William A. NacCorkol, The Monroe, Actrine in Its Relation, 

to the Renublic of Haiti, (Nov Yorks The Neale Publishing Co., 

1917; pp. 36-37. 



The Indians were gone, the Spanish influence had passed away, 

ald the Haitian -co-le were only a few generations removed from 

slavery. Although the Haitizn pnonlo were through the heroic 

age of the Revolution, the succeeding century brought forth no 

leader comparable to those of the period 1790-1310. After a 

terrific burst of energy which characterized the Revolution, the 

Haitia, people succumbed to the langorous life of the tro-ics. 

Neither oditcation nor industry made ,eadway. The small group 

of educated wore prImarily concerned in acquiring wealth and 

political power. In such a society neither democracy nor econ- 

omic progress could live, and in consequence t Le Haitian Republic 

degenerated into a series of military dletatorshins in which 

changes of government were effected not by elections but by 

revolutions, 

This unstable situation reached its zenith at the time in 

the history of the Western Hemisphere when the United States 

was becoming acute:ly aware of her destiny and er-ecially inso- 

far as such a strategically located island was concerned. 

In order to understand the political develunnelts in Haiti 

since 1903, it will be useful to survey local conditions as they 

presented themselves to en observer interested in estimating the 

social, economic, and political endowments of the re-ublic. 

Transient visitors have freque tly carried away exaggerated 

impressions of the resources of tro-Accl countries, a fact 

illustrated by many estimates of the possibilities of development 

in Haiti. Hero, the visitor was prone to conclude, are 10,000 



square miles of tropical country whence once cane te world's 

greatest sugar supply. 
13 

Coffee, corn, cotton, sisd, fruits, 

and dyewood can be produced in far greater quantities than now 

reach te market. Livestock may graze the year arcinnd, and 

labor was plentiful and cheap. Access to the foreign markets 

from the seacoast was easy. 
14 

All thLt was lacking was well- 

maintained order, capital and enterprise. If t7:10, first were 

obtained, the others would follow and then a neglected and back, 

ward republic would become a tro7Acal paradise. Such visons of 

the future of tropic areas in the Caribbean have even to this 

day too frequently raised hopes destined to disappointment. 

The tropics will continue to increase their yield for the world's 

markets, but the problems of their exyaoitation are in a large 

measure still unsolvedand the developmet of t oir resources is 

still, as it has been in the past, much more difficult than the 

development of more temperate regions. 

To this generlization Haiti is no exception. Highly fertile 

spots exist in the island. They give an extraordinary response 

to cnitivation - but they cover only a fraction of the total 

area. 
15: 

Haiti taken as, a wholeOs highly mountainous. i very 

lsrge portion is unsuited to agriculture. In some districts, the 

land is too irregular to allow cultivation in more than small 

scattered garden plots; in others rainfall is insufficient, though 

1314. 
14, Livingston, "Haiti and the Haitians," m American Union, 4008, (January-June, 191). 

Ibid. 

Ibid., D. 92. 

lletin of the 



expensive irrigation works might bring good yields under skillful 

managemtmt. 16 Liv stock raising, which had fair promise, had 

always been backward, owing in part, at least, to lack of 

initiotive and to the fact that in a country which suffered from 

frequent revolutions livestock o,..7nership is precarious since 

cattle are army sw)plies wAich carry themselves. 

From what has -1;yen said above it must be evident that the 

Haitians are poor. Only a poor peo-)le will work for twenty cents 

a day, the prevailing. wage in 1921. Only a hungry people will 

pick and deliver coffee for three cents a pound. 
17 

Haiti won its freedom but in a very real sense it merely 

traded masters, substituting mulatto for white. 
18 

Although the 

Haitian people were of one race and only a fey generations removed 

from slavery, class lines were clearly defined., and the pride of 

caste existed to an extra-ordinary degree. 
19 

The great mass of 

the people were inarticulate. The great mass of the peasants who 

20 
were 95 per cent illiterate, not only had no knowledge of the 

elements of democracy, but they were completely indifferent to 

all matters Ifflich did not directly and obviously affect their 

own immeJicte communities. 
21 

A Vast majority, due to the extreme 

16 
bid. 

Kelsey, 212,. cit., D. 132. 
18 

Ile,pinp:s before a Select Co=ittee Haiti. Sgnto 
Domingo, United States Senate, 67th Congrees, Pursuant to Senate 

13.21altionaa, Alathorizir4L n spocia.1 22imilittes, to inquire into, 

the occupation and .0.6inistr-tion of the territories of the Re, b 
of ,Haiti a d iominicari )ub1tc 7473102, 27747 . 
Mcument 7:17ed hereinafter referred to as Senate HearinRs. 

19 
Davis, 2a. 2.1.11., p. 294. 

20Kelsey, pa. cit., D. 130 
21 

Senate, Hearings, gm.. p. 1248. 



poverty of the country, were concerned, only in maintaining their 

existence. They never had been allowed to think for themselves 

in terms of politics or given ay part in the affairs of their 

government or voice in the government of their nation. 

It was easy for the small ruling oligarchy to inveigle, 

stampede , or dragoon the peasant into the support of this or 

that asi:Irant for political office. Between the politically 

vocal minority and the great mass of Haitian citizenry there was 

little in common or sympLthy. A prominent Haitian has been quote 

as saying that two thousand men controlled Haiti absolutely and 

that from the beginning of the history of free Haiti the upper 

class constituted a self-appointed oligarchy, 
22 

The desire to 

raise the country folk to a. higher standard of life, to give them 

educational facilities, to make them more active in contributing 

to national wealth, and to bring them to share public duties 

and responsibilities, which is marked among political leaders 

and upper classes in a number of other Latin-American countries 

seemed lacking among the elite Haitians. 

As a result of the division of the nominal electorate, 

political leadership fell to t140 better educated., class-conscious 

minority. Had its members developed within their own group a 

sense of political solidarity, stability in public affairs might 

have been won. The history of Haitian administration does not 

show progress In that direction. Rear Admiral H. S. Knapp stated 

that since the independence of Haiti, January 1, 1804, there had 

22 
Davis, ga. 293. 
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been two Emperors, one King, and twcnty-four Presidents. Of 

these five died in office from nrItural causes, four were 

assassinated or killed in action against revolutionists, one 

suicide, two resigned, one served a full term alive. The 

rest left office under revolutionary auspices, generally 

fleeing the country.23 

The ruling class in Haiti has not yet learned that a 

public office is a public trust. In America trouble has occurred 

from time to time with individuals who violate this standard, 

but in Haiti it was expected that the official should graft 

Government offices have been looted by outgoing administrations; 

everything movable in government ships has been carried away. 

The head of an old business house states that in the old days 

the real profit came from dodging custom duties. More coffee 

was always received at Havre than was exported from Haiti._ 
21+ 

The old president, Nord Alexis, in his administration 

(1903-1908) investigated a serIes of frauds which had been 

perpetrated in the consolidatiol of the floating debt. This 

investigation disclosed that over a million and a quarter 

dollars had been stolen from tti:0 government and, in spite of 

the prominence of the guilty parties, the president referred 

the matter to the courts, After a prolonged inquiry the grand 

jury indicted the French director of the national bank, two 

Germans, and several prominent Haitians. Tremendous pressure 

was brought to bear to prevent their trial but the President 

2311 S. Knapp, R or'k e Segretary Q 
pp, 224-225. 

2 
22. p, 1289. 

2.2221 
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refused to interfere and T. Simon Sam, ox-President of the 

Republic, Vilbrun Guillaume, Minister of War, Tancrede Auguste, 

Minister of the Interior, and Cincinnatus Leconte, Mini ter 

of Public Works were convicted. The evidence of the lack of 

interest in public morality was that only one of the above-named 

men was even arrested and the still more extraordinary fact that 

the last three were later elected in turn to the presidency of 

the Republic. 25 

A prominent Haitian, one of the best educated men on the 

island, a man who had never been in political life, told Dr. 

Carl Kelsey in 1920: 

Those of us who have been trained have never been 
trained to work physically. ,10 do not believe in it; we 
have no respect for it. We have got to go into the 
government service; that is the only outlet for any 
large number of us. It does not make any difference 
whether the lowest type of man gets into office or the 
highest type in this country; the moment he gets in and 
appoints his assistants, there are many more disappointed 
people than satisfied ones. And the disappointed ones:. 

immediately begin to counsel together to know how they 
can get rid of him. That has been true all through 
our history.20 

These contests among the better class Haitians impoverished the 

country. These are the people to whom Haiti should have been 

able to look for Progress and stability, but until this 

revolutionary spirit was uprooted from the soil no president 

of the Republic could be expected to spend in building a road 

the money he needed to save his own nec1.27 

25 
Davi 72 Cit., p. 132. 

26Ibd P 292 
27 

"Turmoil in Haiti", Outlook, 88:668-669, (March 1903). 
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The operation of the pulic school system was an example 

of the lack of integrity among the upper class Haitian. Teachers 

were found who could not sign their own name or add sums of money 

up to thirty gourdes; music teachers, who knew no music and could 

play no instruments. Here too was graft. Rent was paid for 

school buildings burned years before; a salary paid to a teacher 

who admitted not having entered the building in years. although 

on paper there was complote system of schools in the country 

with attendance obligatory and tuition free, there were no 

publicly owned buildings. The worst aspect of this situation 

was not the poverty of teaching materials or the inability to 

pay living wages or to extend the system, but the lack of a 

genuine interest and belief In education for the masses. 

Until the dominant group began to take an interest in education 

and saw that their country was hold back by the ignore:Ice of 

the masses, it was useless to expend money which merely wont 

into the hands of grafting politicians. 
28 

The slave tradition survived the revolution, and to this 

day the peasats are living to a certain extent under a slave 

regime. Before the reVblutionthe French masters directed; the 

slaves did the physical 1 bor. When freedom came, the leaders, 

usually mulattoes, tried to carry on the old traditions.29 This 

slavery did not function under the name, theoretically, any 

Individual in Haiti could become president if he had the military 

28KelseY, .224, PP. 130-131. 
29 

.1144.1 p. 126. 



force and personal strength. Practically, the overwhelming 

mass of Haitians were condemned to poverty with no hope of any 

way out. In order to ascertain what the average official 

thought of the welfare of the Haitian peoryle an analysis of the 

contract-labor trade with Cuba during World War I was very 

enlightening. It was nothing but a modified slave trade 

resulting in great financial profit to the upper classes. 

Thousands of lower class Haitians were shipped to Cuba from 

the south-western peninsula and the northern coast. These 

migrants had to have photographs attached to their passports. 

As photographs were not easily available, the Department of 

the Interior had a number of pictures on hand which were 

affixed to the papers, since the only check which was kept was 

on numbers and no comparison was ever made of the men with the 

photographs. The passports cost one dollar, but a fee of two 

dollars was paid to facilitate their issuance while a local 

official got two dollars for tending to the signature. The 

captain of the boat had to pay the Haitian consul in Cuba two 

dollars for each person, one dollar of which was supposed to 

be used for the upkeep'ef the gcinsulato, the other to be 

turned over to the Haitian treasury; however, nothing was 

received by the treasury, the Haitian consul by a scheme known 

as "boxes of cigars" divided his receipts with the proper person 

in Port-au-Prince. This consul in Cuba also visited the fac- 

tories from time to tio on the pretext of supervising living 
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conditions at which time he received check of from $500 to 

$1,000 which enabled him to make a favorable report. The laborers 

having no such sums of money, signed notes bearing high rates 

of interest, paid as much as $500 before they were out of debt. 

The money was deducted from their wages. Thin is a 

disguised slave trade and illustrates the interest of Haitian 

officials in the welfare of their poorer countrymen. 
30 

Although funds could. not be raised for public welfare and 

education, an army was maintained which was completely out of 

proportion to the needs of the country as well as beyond the 

budgetary ex ections of the treasTlry. The Haitian Army 

consisted of thirty-elf it regiments of the line, four regiments 

of artillery, four regiments of the president's guard, and a 

gendarmerie of forty-three companies. The high-ranking officers 

included over three hundred generals and about fifty colonels.31 

This would total in the neighborhood of sixty thousand. men. 

The resent Garde Haiti consists of a7proximately three 

thousand men and since the rank of general fell into such dis- 

repute the present military fore has no rank assigned beyond 

that of colonel. 

From the foregoing it can be seen the blueprint for 

revolutions was present in Haiti. The Haitian government except 

in few Instances was shamelessly corrupt and incompetent. Three 

30 
p. 151. 

31 
Davis, Q. clt., 7). 1911 
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of the presidents to hold office during the six years pro- 

coding tie Americun intervention had been convicted of the 

crime of embezzle ,ent, public works, sanitation, and schools 

were neglected. In a few instances in t .e old days, President 

F. M. Florvil Hippolyte (1889-1396) and other able executives 

built bridges end roads and markets wh ch still exist to do 

then credit, but during most of the history of the country 

public works although begun were soldoi completed because of 

the dise-pearance of funds. The customs service was so 

notoriously riddled with graft that the immensely greater amount 

of coffee that was received in Frce, compared with the record 

of exports from Haitian custom houses, had ceased to cause 

comment. 

The examples of corruption in the school systems in which 

persons were hired without s,af2ice :t e -iestiontl background 

in ceder for the-n to be able to read or write; the hiring of 

medleyl directors who could not name tee simplest drugs, and 

music instructors who could not reed a note showed a complete 

Itch of interest in the people and their education. Salaries 

were low under these adrlinistrkions, si ce a large part of 

the country's rev ue was dissipated in corruption. The 

nrectice was universal, perennial, and extraordinarily extravagant 

for a poor country like Haiti. 

Eve:, during the worst periods some of t e loading families 

in Haiti continued to livo useful and honourable lives un- 
32 

interruete by and contemptuous of the prevailing debauch. 

32 
Livingston, e. cit. r. 96 
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No man in those times vent'lred on the public rord for fear 

of being drafted in the revolutionary army or, P-rhet7,1 worse 

a governmental army. They stayed in their hills, and all mar- 

h-ting to the town was and still is done by tle women. Numbers 

were killed in each revolution, to- s looted and sections burned, 

and no life ws safe and no justice existed once the government 

in power marked a man as its enemy and could lay hands upon 

him. In fact with a knowledge of Iv's country's history before 

him, how could any man in power affoyd to let a supeosed enemy 

exist? 

What c, uld be {Teeter source of continual instability than 

an unpaid army of sixty thousand men ready to join any leader 

who would promise to pay te;:i enough to keel) thorn from starvation? 

This cleavage which existed between the lower class Haitian 

and the upper class caused the upper class to feel that 
it lived 

in a word apart and completely independent of the lower class. 

There wore two Haitians, not one, though the geographical 

boundertcs were the same. The first was of Africa, for there 

is little essential di,ference between rural Haiti and Africa. 

The second was of Europe. The12.st was illiterate, and second 

educated; one uncouth, and the other polished. An African mass 

struggling to hoe. itrelf Clive in ab:ect poverty; and an upper 

class; who cannot co'rreheed a .y connect on between themselves 

and the rest of the people, between themselves as the 
exploiters 

and the exeloited, and were merely interested in 
struggling to 

attain equality with the civilized world, for the mulatto 
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suffers from the most deep seated inferiority complex in the 

world. He never feels sure that he can or will be accepted' 

by the rest of the world. 

Generally speaking, it iy be said that su6a a systeri 

carried. within itself the seeds of its own destruction and was 

bound to fall. There are some who will say thLt all these 

things are indicative of the caacity of the Negro. Not so, 

for they have a:7eared everywhere on earth when similar theories 

of governmet have existed. The fundamental reform needed in 

Haiti in 1900 tr,s it is to a certain. degree, today, was a change 

in tAo attitude of the upper groups. 



CHAPTER II 

THE BACKGROUND OF INTERVEDTION 

To write of the politics of cwr, country in the language 

of another is almost e'rtnin to footer misconce tIons. This 

applies particularly to Haiti. Her political dr;tory is end- 

lessly colvlicated, not only in the sequence of events, but 

in the intertwining prejudice of color, race, education, and 

heritage. Wri:,ers have concerned themselves more frequently 

with politics than with any other Haitian subject, and their 

diagnoses and re-aedies are farailiar to any student of --)olitical 

science. However, theory and practice hove consistently 

diverged, and to treat either in detail would require a endless 

discussion in a country nine tenths of whose people are normally 

unconcerned with politics. Nevertheless, it will be necessary 

to explain briefly how raers have achieved and lost power, and 

how they hove managed their government. 

Irle weakness of social or class consciousness has already 

been treated at length. It kept the whole nation divided from 

top to bottom, setting black agpinst colored, the elite against 

the peasantry. It meant a perennial civIl war, sLt tiles latent, 

but constantly breaking out in new insurrections. Some day a 

diligent student may try to catalog the revolutions which Haiti 

had undergone. One writer mentions sixty-nine important ones 

between 1806 and 1879, but t ,e latter date was merely the 

beginning of renewed revolutionary activity. There seems to 
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have been very little pattern in these uprisings, except that 

they never were a spontaneous revolt of the masses, as the 

Slave insurrection of 1791 had been, The peasants were 

constantly being impressed into service with the army of a 

general who had pros/dental ambitions. From the middle years 

of the nineteenth century certain peasants found fighting a 

more profitable trade than any other, and began to hire thel- 

selves out as merce'inries who were a constant menace to peace. 

A revolution directed by a general of real ambition was 

likely to involve an appeal to foreign powers. Financial 

intrigue was frequent. By borrowing money from France, Germany, 

or England, with the promise to revise Haitian financial policy 

to the benefit of the creditor conntry a number of revolution- 

aries secured funds for arms and the necessary soldiers to ef- 

fect a coup, and when the financial risk was too great for 

reputable loan agencies, those revolutions were financed by 

merchants at exorbitant rates of interest. 

The first of these loans which began to bankrupt the 

country was negotiated during the adninistration of General 

Michel Domiue. His tenure ottwo years was characterized by 

utter incom7,etance and flagrant corruption. This loan, 

floated in France was for 26,000,000 francs,' 

1 
H, P. Davis Black Democracy, (New York: The Dial 

Press, 1929), pp. 131-1 
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Boisrand-Canal, becoming President in 1376, succeeded in 

adjusting the debt; but in 1879, disturbance forced him and his 

chief ministers into exile, and Lysius Salomon became President. 

At the end of his presidential ter, then seven years Salomon 

was re-elected, but, warned by insurrection, he chose to leave 

for France. Chaos followed for a time; the north had one 

government, the west and south anotaer under Legitime, who was 

reconized by all foreig powers except the United States, 

Legitime resigned, however, and in 18:39 Hippolyte was elected. 

A new French loaT1 of 50,000,000 francs was floated. in 1896; 

and in te same year iiippolyte died a natural Beat an un- 

usual end for a Haitian president. 

The inauguration of General T. Simon Sam, who resigned in 

1902 uS:lered in the period which is known in Haiti as the Period 

of Ephemeral Governments.2 He was followed by General Nord 

Alexis; this old gentleman ruled effectively for seven years 

not without causing, considerable difficulty however, with the 

foreigners. At one time during his adfflinistratn:7 the British 

warship, Padefatiable, sailed into the harbor and fired a few 

warning shots. Nord Alexis hat complained frequently that 

foreiv consulates were protecting conspirators and his summary 

methods of executing suspects caused a great deal of nervousness 

among the European residents. 3 He departed aboard the French 

cruiser Duguay Trouin while the U.S.S. au Moines and ,Tacoma 

2 
Ibid., p. 143. 

3 
Turmoil in Haiti", 

(March 23, 1903). 
ok. Vol. 88668.669, 
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afforded hinl solace witn a twenty-one gun salute, solace needed 

especially since his suitcase containing 810,000 had been 

snatched from his hnnds.k Antoine Simon was elevated by 

insurrection in 1900 and overthrown in the same manner in 1911 

and with his aninistration the descent to complete political 

collapse was accelerated rapidly. Leconte, leader of the 

revolution, who wile President was killed by an explosion in 

the palace, was one of the prominent Haitians convicted in the 

consolidation scandal, during the administration of Nord Alexis. 

Leconte was succeeded by Tancrede Auguste, who served until 

his poisoning in 1913. Thereupon the National Assembly chose 

Haiti's first civilian President, Michel Orests; but ho was 

forced out after nine months by a gathering insurrection, which 

resulted In the election of Charles Zamor, who met military defeat 

at the hands of Genera/ Devilmar Theodore about nine months 

later. The latter, becoming President in November, 1914, 

lasted only three months and a half; and another revolution 

or1J7inating like most of the others in the north, brought 

General Vilbrun Guillaume Sam to power March 4, 1915.5 

Between 1304 and 1915, thei were periods of comparative 

peace and order, notably under CI-xistophe, Petion, and Boyer 

from 1811 to 1843, and under Hippolyte, Simon Sam, and Nord 

Alexis from 1839 to 190g. There had also been along certain 

trrent Literetnre, Vol. 26:30-32, (January 1909). 

Davis, cm. cit., pp. 141-160. 
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lines a measure of constructive achievement. Treaties were 

negotiated with foreign powers and a concordat was signed with 

the Holy See. The revolutionary claims of France were funded. 

A considerable body of law was enacted. 
6 

he need of education 

was recognized and scools were established. Several economic 

concessions were granted to foreigners and Haitians. Telephones 

were introduced, cable connunications established, telegraph 

lines constructed and public buildings erected. There were 

efforts frc ti7no to time to combat graft. 

Nevertheless, represe tative goverAment had at no time 

actually functioned. As a general rule, presidents were made 

and unmade in rapid succession by means of insurrections headed 

by military chiefs.7 Revolt commonly started in the north; 

and the revolutionary army was largely made up on conscripted 

peasants or cacos.0 Payment of troops was accomplished by the 

looting of towns or by drawing on the public treasury. Elections 

merely registered the results of revolutions. 
9 Once in power, 

presidents tended to become dictators. Constitutional and 

6 
Spencer St. John HaYti t_ka Dlc,e4 Republic, (London, 

Smith Elder & Co., 1883). p, 305. 

7 Hearings Wore a Select Committee on Haiti and Santo 
=laza, United States Senate, SixtY-seventh7a77-ress, Pursuant 

Senate Roscaution 1111, autiorizing scial Co'samittoe to 
inauire into the occuDation and administr^tion of the ter itorie 

2.1: the Republic of Haiti ailT77.0 Dom-nica Re u ie. Session 
Senate Hearings Washington, 1922. Document cited hereafter 

8 
Davis, ga. cit., p. l+5. 
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statute law was con:'ionly disregarded. Members of the two- 

chambered legislature were puppets of the President, and the 

judiciary was incompetent and for the most part corrupt. 
10 

It is true t revolution and civil war have nlayed a 

rart in the evolution of more advanced nations, but in Haiti 

the teldency was for the end of one revolution to nark the 

beginning of another and the situation instead of growing 

better became steadily wose, es', cially after 1900, Poll- 

tic:11y the country appeared to be drifting steadily tovard 

chaos and coflplete collapse. 

The above recital of insurrections, revolutions, and 

assassinations had its financial as-octs which were reflected 

in t ,e mo-t extraordinary series of bone i sues and hectic 

financial operations which finally forced the republic into 

financial bankruptcy. Haitios foreiI loans and th3 bonds of 

the National Railroad were held in France; the National Dank of 

Haiti was originally a French co .cession, and the French owned 

a cable monopoly; but traders of this nationality were not 

numerous and were establisied principally at Cap Haitian. 
11 

Germans dominated Haitian commer+Oe and shipping. 
12 

Briti h 

interests claimed to have obtained the so-called Daniel petroleum 

concession, a ,a ow: ed :art of the stock of the railroad. 

10 
Carl Kelsey, The American Intervention In Haiti and the 

Dominican Republic, of Perica:1 Acaerz of Political 
Science, 100:129-130 1922 

11 
Senate P)arinf, 2z. cit., p, 122, 

12, 
Ikla., p. 110, 112, 



The central factor in Haitian finance was the so-called 

Banque Nationale de la Republique di Haiti wit its central 

offices in Paris and a branch at Port-au-Prince and another 

branch in New York City. This in,titution controlled prac- 

tically the entire foreign debt (ninety-nine nor cent) of 

Haiti anounting to $27,000,000 in gold.13 

According to t e report of the minister of finance the 

total debt on March 21, 1910, was as follows: 

Foreig Debt 

Loan 1875 $2 701,507 50 
Amortization in ar 06r 707 

3,766, 
Loan 1396 7,953 906.25 
Amortization in 0 

8,3l,71,2 

34C 596.25 

per 
2a. per 
6 per 

per 
per 

Interior Debt 

cent treasury bonds (pink) 
cent treasury bonds (blue) 
cent consolidated bonds 
cent consolidated bonds 
cent united loans 

Interest in arrears 
Total interior debt 
Special bonds and obligations 

Total Gold Debt 

$ 2 9 758 047 57 
2,297,135.33 
3 ,869,8o0.60 
1,3792793.q 
2s282422111.1 

e12 372,85- 03 

25,604.75 
456.7 

426)336,794..16 1 

130 
Extendinc U. S. Protectorate Under the Monroe Doctrine", 

Currept Opzinion, 59,223-225 (October, 1915). 
1 411pt ergA:1 Union,, 331232-97 (August 1911). 
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Fifty per cent of the bank s stock was held by the French 

interest, forty per cent by nominal Pnercan stockholders, and 

ten 7-cr cent by the Ger la.. Disconto Gesellschaft of Berlin. 
Scattered sporadically throughout this list of stockholders 

were about twenty or thirty Haitians, each one of them owning 

a snail amount. 

Up until 1910 t is institution was entirely French, under 

the narle of Liz Banaue Nationale d' Haiti, originally established 

in 1381,16 It was a badly managed affair and in 1910 as a 

result of the scandals mentioned in Chapter I it was thoroughly 

reorganized with the two central ideas of estab: is ling monetary 

reform in the Republic and of obtaining joint ad-Anistration 

of its customs. With those ends in view it was deemed 

advisable to admit German participation and, as a political 
safeguare to the reorganized bank, it was considered wise to 

also include American investment. 

The transactions incir"ent to this reorganization were 

exceedingly interesting. In 1910 a Haitian commission went to 

Paris to assist in the reorga _izztiol. of the bank at its central 

offices. At the sa--)e time some',iotier intrre-ted Haitians went 

into conclave with German mercantile interest at Port-au-:rince, 

and made em7,hatic re--)resentations through the Haitian agent of 

Thalmann and 0;1,1 zny, which had a branch office in Paris. The 

15 Davis, sal. p. 144. 
16 Senate Hearinrs, or). cit., 71. 1311. 
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New York office of this German Banking Company was Ladeeburg, 

Thalmenn and Company. 
18 

The Gerean-Haitian group did not at first wat the American 

eerticipation. Whatever the French stockholders might have 

done in the exigency was defeated by the emphatic attitude of 

the French Government in not allowing Goren participation 

without the inclusion of American capital. Thin fact throws an 

interesting upon that phase of the Monroe Doctrine which 

was being staged in the Caribbean. 

As was preseetly constituted, then, there were not German 

individuel sereholders in the National Bank of Haiti, the German 

block of stock, only about two thousand five hundred out of a 

total of forty thousand shares, being all held by the Disconte 

Gesellece ft 
19 

The individual seareheleers were all Frenchmen, 

Americans, and Haitians, but the character of some of the Amer- 

ican shareholders would throw some interpretative upon the 

small proportion of the total stock held in Germany. The chief 

American shareholders were Ladenburg Thalmann and Company, 

firms Germanic in their affiliations, and the National City BenL. 

According to the regeLlats of the bank, the board of 

directors seould normally have twelve members. The German 

ropresentetive resigned at the beginning of the war. The New 

York directors met in Nov York separately free their Paris 

colleagues in order to handle such business as was left to the 

18 

19 
Ibid. h. 1309. 

Davis, oe. cit., p. 114. 
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bank. 

Except for this international establisment there was no 

direct foreign banking orguniztion in the republic, however, 

a large amount of the financial obligations of successive 

acninistrations was negotiated -el-trough German mercantile agents 

of German banks, each transaction was apparently purely a private 

one but the inference was someWlat more than that.'° 

These private loans negotiated between the Haitian 

officials, as they moved their uneasy way towards collapse, and 

the German mercantile clents bore ruinous rates of intere t so 

ruinous that the transactions, so far from helpiflL matters, 

only plunged the exchequer into further difficulties. For 

exatIple in Juno, 1914, the Zamor Government negotiated two loans 

with local German bankers at Port-au-Prince. The first one was 

for $5001000 which, was so discounted as to net .;9./;- per cent. 

This was bad enough. 
21 

The next was much worse. By the terms 

of the second loan negotiated in tAe same month the Zamor 

Government got only fifty six cents for every dollar obligated. 

In other words, within one year, tie government paid approximatel3 

$500,000 for the original $175000 actually advanced.22 

One of tie chief objects of the reorganization of the 

National Bank of Haiti was in order to rehabilitate the currency 

of the nation. The monetary reform contemplated calling in all 

unsecured paper from circulation and the substitution therefore 

20 
Ibid., p. 150. 

Ibid. 

(-Senate Hearings, op. cit., p. 1309 
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of a guaranteed currency, an operation tiat would have to 

eventually precede any healthy commercial and fiaancial change 

in Haiti. Repeated efforts to accomplish this reform were 

met wit the same success as similar attempts made in other 

countries lacking fiscal rectitude. The chief unit in the 

Haitian currency is the gourde, of a nominal par value about 

equal at that time to to American dollar. It had never realized 

par. Its exchange value fluctuated from about two cents to 

twenty cots,' 

On January 15, 1915, President Theodore, :ho had succeeded 

Samor, issuod by decree 12,000,000 gourde s in treasury bonds 

of one, two and five gourde bills, guaranteed by the acceptance 

of these hills up to t'ae amount of twenty per cent in payment 

of forty 17,er cent surtax in gold on imports at the rate of five 

gourdes for one dollar gold. This frenzied finance was handed 

to a certain German firm Vlich tool: it at an outrageous discount. 

Theodoae took this step despite rearesentations by tat) United 

States Government that the issue was not based on any security 

which it could regard as satisfactory. Two woes befere the 

issue our Minister, Blanchard, lapld President Theodore that the 

United States would refuse to regard as legal any such issues as 

that coltemplated. The French and German ambassadors in Wash- 

ington were at the same time informed to the same effect. Never- 

theless Theodore weat ahead and made the issue. 
24 

2 partment of to 1at r 0 114 ci...291,M 

Relatioas of tile United, ornmont Printing Office, 

1924, p. 37. Document cited nafter referred to as 

Foreign 
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The first bonds issued rapily, but on account of the war 

the imports had fallen to so aiall a filAre that they could not 

be e71ployed for the =pose designated. As a consequence the 

rate coasted down ra:pidly until fifty gourdes cc,uld be bought 

for one dollar gold. When the government tried to force 

acceptance at par all the larger Haitian and foreign business 

houses closed. 

In Making te loa:1 of 1910 the Haitian Government agreed 

that the money pledged for its soc..ity should be handled by 

the Doneue Nationale and the 10,000,000 francs of this loan 

should be devoted toward retirement of all the then issued 

-)rT 

raper and nickel moneys'''. This agreed with the charter given 

the bank Which made it a bank of issue, the government agreeing 

to withdraw its paper. This charter also made the bank the 

collector and disburser of the moneys of the government and as 

such it functioned until t e occupation took place. The bank 

had entered into the most solemn pledged not to perm,. t funds 

to be used except for the specific purpose provided by law. 

From 1911 to 1915 several efforts were made by the -parties who 

chanced to be in power 'to get b6ld of these trust funds and 

divert them to other channels. 

The Theodore government was in desperate straits. Its 

Davilmar notes were worthless. In tLe north, in order to com- 

bat the growing revolt under Guillaume Sam, Theodore declared 

2 
Davis, 01-.1. cit. p. 
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a blockade of the t,o:ts of nort ern Haiti, but was unable to 

enforce the blackade as his naval vessels had no coal. The 

Ar rican shooner, Alipe Pendleton, of New York, was in the 

harbor alongside the wharf wit six hundred tons of coal 

contracted for by the Haitian Government. It was known that 

the Government's financial situation was at a. low state and that 

it had not bee able to obtain money for the purchase of the 

coal, Th Haitian Government had made attepts to obtain money 

from the Banque Nationale, and upon the refusal of the Management 

of this bank to deliver the money it was rumored that the 

Government had made threats to seize the money by force. It 

was these pledged funds to the amount of $500,000 which were 

the objectives of Theodore and were absolutely necessary if he 

were to remain in office. At this juncture the United States 

was asked to help and the liachjoas was sent for the money. 

The Haitian Government demanded the money. The French director, 

thoroughly frightened, wanted to yield, but a young American 

assistant shut the vault and defied the officials. The $500,000 

was placed aboard the n qnd safely stowed away in the 

Bankers' Trust Company in New York, where it was infinitely 

safer and just as muc at te disposal of legitimate Governmental 

demands as it could have been in Port-auPrince. 
26 

26 
Pelations, 1911k, on. cit., pp. 336, 369, 370. 
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Theodo e and his counselors protested that the high-handed 

action on tzle part of the local officers of the bank was a blow 

to their prestige and reputatIon for hone t, 27 It is entirely 

possible tat he was perfectly right. 

The Zamor and Theodore financial deals were only the worst 

in a whole series of loan shark operation carried on by these 

officials dnce shortly before the turn of the century. 

The loan of 1896 was arranged with trio National Bank of 

Haiti. Bonds with a face value of five hundred francs were 

issued at four hundred to the bank which sold them at four 

hundred fifty. Some of the bonds were reserved by the government 

and issued on the basis of a five hundred franc bond for each 

four hundred of certain existing internal and floating obligations, 

some of which were bearing eighteen per cent interest. This 

interest was secred by a tax of $1.20 on each hundred pounds 

of coffee exported. 
28 

The loan of 1910 was contracted wit 'n the Bank of the Parisan 

Union, Paris, Hailgarten acid ComnanyvLadenburg, Thalmann and 

Cor:rany of New York, and the &rlinor Haendelsgesellschaft of 

Berlin. The lo. for 657.0e1,000 francs and the banks paid 

47 000,000 francs or 72.3 Per cent of face value. 
29 

At the close of 1914, the Haitian Government, execut g a 

court judgment rendered two months previously by default, took 

from the bank vaults about $67,000 in gold, sealed the safes 

27 
Ibid., PP. 371-372, 337-373. 

85 °Ate Heqpings, ktia. cite p. 1309* 
29 
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containing wat was thought to be the balance of the "fonds du 

retrait" and passed a law authorizing the creation of new 

government bank notes and the flotaton of an internal loan 

to be guaranteed by all free duties.30 In January, 1915, there 

were rumors of threats against the French manager of the bank,31 

v'Lich turned out to be untrue, fears of an attempt by the 

Haitian autorities to remove additional funds32 and repeated 

protests by the American legation;33 also the printing of the 

new note Issue was begun. Early in February of 1915, the 

Haitian Government transferred the treasury service from the bank 

to various merchants designated by the Goverament135 an action 

le,ic'A was promptly protested by the American minister.36 

Haitian authorities offered wit 'out result to submit all 

differences to arbitration in accordance with the banks 

contracts. 
37 T hereafter, until the intervention, the operation 

of the concession was to all Intents and purposes suspended. 

The expensive involvement of the Haitian Government in the 

National Railroad dated from July 18, 1904, when a concession 

was granted under dubious circumstances to a Rodolphe Gardere, 

who sold the comtrol to American interests. Several other 

contracts and agreelaents were concluded subsequently. The final 

contract, which was signed on August 5, 1910, provided that 

30 
ZA:t11Z:Tn51)21.93,, 

32 
enate Hearinfs, 2L1.. pp. 

p. 292. 

Foreign Relations,' 191, az. 
35 ;915, pp. 510-511 
36 =a., 22129 P. 511. 

37W.d., 1915, pp. 512-51, 

t., pp. 31.-382. 

291-293. 
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two unfinished lines of railroad, one from Cap Haitian to 

Port-au-Prince and Arcahaie, and one from Gonaives to Hinche 

and Gros Morns, should be consolidated into one system. It 

also extended the tern of both concessions to fifty years. 

The new concession provided that the railroad company should 

issue bonds at the rate of $20,000 per kilometer of constructed 

track. The Haitian Government guaranteed payment of six per 

cent interest on these bonds and, from January 1, 1915, a 

payment also of one per cent on account of sinking fund. The 

Government was to make these payments only when the railroad, 

after meeting costs of operations and maintenance was unable 

to pay all of the interest and sinking fund charges. When 

profits reached twelve per cent or more the state was to 

receive one-sixth of all profits. The railroad property was to 

revert to the state on the expiration of the concession. From 

the financial point of view, particiation by the Haitian Govern- 

ment in the National Railroad of Haiti was one of the most 

disasterous ventures in the history of the government. The 

railroad was a failure from the beginning; misfortune and mis- 
i 

managerAnt added to the 1ifficu1ties both of the Government and 

of the individuals interested in the project. Foreclosure 

proceedings were initiated by the Haitian Government against 

the railroad on Septeber 9, 1914, but on the intercession of 

Secretary Bryan proceeings were postponed and actual fore- 

closure never took place.38 

ql pp. 538..548. 
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So much for the political and financial troubles which 

had by the middle of July, 1915, forced the government into a 

state of political a:42 financial bankruptcy. This fact was 

brought forcibly to the attention of the United States Govern- 

ment from time to time and with increasing pressure beginning 

with the year of 1914. The French and. German Governments were 

more forceful and it was through their continued representations 

that the United States was jarred out of its lethargy." 

In 1914, the French made representations at Washington 

of their desire to participate in the regulation of the Haitian 

customs, the State Department advised the French Ambassador 

in a written dispatch that it was natural and desirable that 

one of the three officials in charge should be a Frenchman. 

It was apparent that unless something drastic occurred in the 

immediate future that the United States would be forced to 

take some action whether or not she was so inclined. 

Although the State Department promptly repudiated this 

statement as having no authority, still, in July, 1914, the 

French Char ze d!,Affaires, maintained that the French had some 

right to join in a control of t1te Haitian customs because of the 

magnitude of French investments in that country, and he further 

stated that neither the United States nor any other country 

39"hronic Revolution in Haiti" 
Raviews, 52:272-274, (September, 191 
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aunt to be accorded preferential treatment. 

In *t:le same month, July 1911 Germany also made a proposition 

for customs control in order to protect these funds from the 

revolutionists. ID this case, the note from the German Embassy 

pointed out that even thoug the American Governmet believed 

it inadvisable to have interested European Powers particinate 

in the control of Haitian customs, nevertheless, the Imperial 

Government must give heed to public opinion in Gerlany. The 

German note went even so for as to state that the simplest 

solution of the difficulty would be to include Ger.-amyl and that 

Germany would not understand any other arrageont thot might 

be made. 
41 

This interest in the cr7stoms was due to the fact that the 

aim of all these insurrectionists was control of te customs 

revenue, a matter of neary $5,000,000 annually. More than 

half of this money was paid out as interest on the public debt 

which was held by these European Powers. The remaining 

21000,000 was under control of exective. On separate 

occasions in 1914, German French, and British warships reminded 

Haiti of her firinci-d bbligatt*s.42 

The Depattment very emphatically answered the German 

representations and defied its position in regard to these 

drastic German demands. In the most unequivocal terms it stated 

4°Foreien Relations, 1915, 2a. cit., 70. 511=-515. 

41 
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that it policy was not subject to any variation; that neither 

foreign mercantile interest nor any other interests proceeding 

from outside of the American hemisphere could be so extended as 

even to constitute a joint control in whole or in part of the 

43 
government or administration of any independent American state. 

The interchange of notes between the United States and the 

French and German governments illustrated the characteristic 

differences in the diplomacy of the two European nations* The 

French Government in February, 1915, renewed its representations 

and made it clear that France would like to be taken into part- 

nership in determining the act:ton taken to rehabilitate 

Haitian finances, on the ground of the extensive Haitian secur- 

ities held in France. The French Government assured the 

Department of State that all negotiations in Haiti on the part 

of the Nat onal Bank which were seconded by the French Govern- 

ment were only for the legitimate protection of private interests. 

The United States in its last communications to the French 

Government assured it that no discrimination was contemplated 

ainst France, most cordially explained its appreciation of 

the Frenc- Government'a'positied, although at the same time 

emphasized tat the Monroe Doctrine prohibited any active 

partnership on the part of any European Nation. 

If3 
Rola n. Cit., p, 515. 
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On June 18, 1915, the revolutionary efforts of Dr. 

Bonsalvo Bobo becoming more and more disorderly, and since 

no one else apparently was disposed to do anything about it, 

the French armored cruiser s part of the allied 

Caribbean fleet, ha-Toned along and put marines ashore at 

Ca7 Haitien on June 19, 1915. This seemed to have awakened 

the State Department and a few days later the shingtqn under 

Admiral Caperton, arrived at the Cap and took charge of the 

situ 

44 r 
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CHAPTER III 
GROPING TOWARDS A POLICY 

The United States did not recounize the Republic of Haiti 

until 1364, when a commercial treaty was signed and ministers 

were exchanged? Intervention before 1915 had not been in- 

frequent.2 A memorandum of the Navy Depinrtment prepared for 

The Senate conmittee investiating the American occupation 

in Haiti in 1921, after reviewing several incidents prior to 

1866, stated tatt reports showed that naval vessels visited 

Haiti in 1866 because of revolutionary movemnnts and civil 

disturbances threatened to place in jeopardy the lives and 

property of Amerim:, residents. In the next year the Secretary 

report 1 that naval verse VOSSOIS had visited Haiti which was a 

country afflicted with perpetual discontent and revolution. 

Then followed visits in 1868, 1869, 1876) 1838, 1889, 1392) 

1902, 1903, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908) 1911, 1912, and 1913. 

Returning to Port-au-Prince on March 8, 1914, because of 

political disturbances , the U. S. S. South Carolina, found 

it imperatively TIcessary to renain in that port until April 

11' 1914.3 In January, 191, marines were landed to cooperate 

I H. P. Davis, 14ach e.p.....sama, (New Yorl:, The Dial Press, 

1929) pp. 115. 
2 Davis, 92. 21/.1 pp. 123-124, 130-131, 314-313. 
3 before a oct C9z*:Lttee CS 4411 , 

stes Senate, tall Con-ress, s rsn t 

4U1;hor an! a spec'al cop oe 
'ccuno Ion 'n.11c. 

territories ReDublic of gaiti and the Dominican Renublic 

Washington, 1922, P. 63. Document cited hereinafter referred 

to as Senate Hearings. 



win forces from British, Precq and German vessels in the 

protection of foreign Interests. 

As a problem in Amer.Lc foreiL;n relzAios, Haiti was by 

no means an isolated or an unprecedented case. Qualified 

principles of intervention were already embodied i.. inter- 

natonal 1vw.5 In the Caribbean area there had beo--1 te Platt 

amendment, the Panama revolution, an intervention in Nicaragua, 

and an intervention in the Dominican Republic, with occupation 

and customs control under a treaty. The apparent success of 

intervention in the Dominican Republic was an important in- 

fluence in the development of the policy tovard Haiti.6 

In 1905, President Roosevelt announced the following 

corollary to the Monroe Doctrine: 

An aggreived nation can without interfering with the 
Monroe Doctrine take what action it sees fit in the adjust- 
ment of its disputes with American States, provided that 

action does not take the shape of interference with their 
form of goverment or of the despoilment of their territory 
under any disguise. But, short of this, when, the question 
is one of a money claim, the only way which remains, 
finally, to collect it is a blockade, or bombardment, or 

the seizure of the customhouses, and this means what is 

in effect a possession, were though only a temporary 

possession, of territory*. The United States then becomes 

a party in interest, because under the Monroe Doctrine 

it cannot see any, European power seize and permanently 

occupy the territety of oz O of these republics; and yet 

such seizure of territory, disguised or undisguised, may 

eventually offer the only way in whic' the power in question 

can collect any debts, unless "lore is interference on 

the part of the United States 

011.1.4 
-L. F. Opponheim, Interntioal Lau, Vol. 1, pp. 1C3,134, 

kwartoent af_ State Pepers gei.vting. VD F 

Relpt10ns LIS United Stes, Government Prim in Office, 

1924, p. 345, 367, 371. Document cited hereinafter referred 

to as Forei;:n Relaiona. 
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A week after his inauguration, President Wilson issued a 

state-lent declaring that international cooperatia in the 

Western Hemisphere demanded orderly processes of just gevern 

ment, based upon law not upon arbitrary or irregular force. 

His Caribbean policy api)areatly couorehended three elements* 

(1) The Monroe Doctrine as inter7Teted for a quarter of e 

Century by preceding administrations, seemed to impose unon 

tle United States the responsibility of compelling the small 

states of the western hemisphere at least to meet their 

international obligations. (2) The preponderance of American 

interest in the industry and trade of all the countries adjacent 

to tAe Caribbean Sea, seemed to require that the United States 

pay a great deal of attention to the maintenance of stable 

governments in those countries. (3) The obliations of the 

United States resnocting the Panama Canal seemed to force it 

to forestall any possible cance of interference by other 

powers with its control of the Canals Apparentlr all three 

of these elevients were nresent in the relations of the United 

States in the case of Haiti. 
8 

On January 25, 104, Secr6tary of State Bryan instructed 

the American Minister in Haiti, A. Bailly Blanchard, to impress 

upon the revolutionary leaders the President's policy as set 

forth in the statement of March 12, 1913, and insist upon 

constitutional methods for reforl of any abuses.9 

Edgar B 

1490112, 
U) pp. 11 

9Fore,x:, 

RolAnson and Victor J. West, F ei 2.9.11a 
n, 1911-1917, (New Yorks The Macmillan Company, 
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The support given by the Deeerteent of State to American 

interests in Haiti, especially to the Natioliel City Bard:, 

eppeared at the time to motivate our Haitian po ocy, which 

In the minds of mtny people becane one of ImerIalI em or dollar 

diplomacy. There is no evidence, however, thet President Wilson, 

Secretary 'Bryan, Secretory Lansing, or Secretory of the Navy, 

Deniels, favored unduly American capitalistic enterprises in 

foreien countries The Am rim-4 Minister Blenchard received 

the following telegram from Secretary Bryae on Decenber 19,1915: 

Counter proposition seems based upon a misunder- 
standing of this goverementis position. While we desire 
to encourage in every proper wey American investments in 
Haiti, we believe that this can be better done by 
contributing to stability and order thrn by favoring 
special conceseions to Americans. American capital 
will gladly avail itself of business opportunities in 

Haiti who: assured of t peace and quiet necessary for 
profitable productions Capital will not flow into 
Haiti exceet upon exorbitant terms and for speculative 
profits unless there is an assurance of peace and 

orderly eevernment. If United States can as a 

neighbor and friend, assist to Government and people 
of Haiti as it had assisted the Government and people 

of Santo Domingo, it will gladly do se provided that 

assistance is desired but, as stated in our telegram 

December 12, 5 p.m., this Government does not care to 

assume these responsibilities except on request of the 

Haitian Governmeet. The Government of tee United 

States does not deem it prpeer to enter into such 

arrangeeents as thbse outlIned in the proposition just 

submitted. The counter-proposition does not give any 

assurance thet the Government of Haiti is stable or any 

promise of a reign of peace and prosperity. When American 

investors seek to secure concessions we should be informed 

of the nape and address of sue Americans and of the 

terms or advantages asked, so that we may acqneint our- 

selves with the whole subject. Our obligation to the 

American people required that we shall give all legit- 

imate assistance to Americae investors in Haiti, but we 

are under obligations just as binding to protect Haiti, 

as far as our influence goes, from Injustice or exploitation 

at the hands of Americans. Therefore, in order to per- 

form our duty completely we must be fully informed as to 

the facts in eace case.-0 
(Sinned) Bryan 

121L, PP. 370-371. 
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The aggravated nature of the bank contrnversy, as well as 

t2 to situation of the National Railroad, jarred officials who 

were reluctant to intervene. Haiti did not loon large on the 

diplomatic horizon of the United States. It is not anparent 

tnt eve: in the spring of 1915 that Washington had a full and 

accurate understanding of the republic. Conpinints raised by 

American interests contribnted to an understanding of general 

conditions of .t,e situation and probably accelerated action, 

particularly when they brought the reminder that French and 

Germ nations were interested in the bank and the debt; 

and the French and British in the railroad. 

The fact that customs revenues were pledged for the ser- 

vice of Haitivs foreign debt and were to be deposited in the 

National Bank have the United States Goverment, from two 

points of view, concern in the proper adninistration of the 

Haitian customs services First, to insure service o:: the debt, 

and thus preclude tne possibilit:: of cvaplications with Europe, 

Second, to safeguard the rights of the bank in which Americans 

were a minority, and the Pench majority stockholders. American 

representatives in Haiti were ihttructed in .7nuary, 1914, to 

nrotest the seizure of customs houses by revolutionists and 

to impress upon the ag f auttorities the necessity of 

complying with national obliations with respet to assignment 

of customs funds for the payment of definite debts. 
11 During 

11 Ib1 191' nn. 336-337. 



the relieving month, the Departna.-:t of State telegraphed 

minister Blancard to make the follauing suggestion to the 

Haitian minister for foreint affairs: 

,..In your conference wi..%7:1 the minister for foreign 
affairs you will suggest to him that the United Sta et! 

is, as is ntturcl, on account of vested interests 
of Amorican citizens in the Republic of Haiti, inter- 
ested in the proper adnlinistratIon and collection of 
customs, and woulf be well disposed toward lending its 
aid in anypractical way te the Government of Haiti if 
such were desired. 

Further that on account of the opening of the Panama 
Canal, the United States is interested in the proper 
location of lithouses along the coast of the different 
countries avd. islnnds by mich the traffic will as to 
enter the Panama Canal. In this connection this Govern. 
ment would be most willing to lend any exrert asoistance 
to the Govennment of Haiti in aiding her to detevine 
the points most for li::hthouses. 

At the time of the visit of Mr. Osborne, assistant 
secretary of state to Haiti in 1913, the matter of the 
Mole St. Nicholas as a naval station was under discussion. 
Different views were exchanged and an understanJing as 
arrived at b. which it was promised at no other power 
than the United States should gain a foothold in that 
section of the republic. in presenting this last matter 
to the minister for foreign affairs, you will use your 
utmost tact and discretion in conveying to him the idea 
that while this Government has, for the present, no 

intention of entening into negotiations regarding Mole 
St. Nicholas, it nevertheless desires that the under- 

standing between President ..Oreste and the assistant 
secretary of state remain ndisturbed. 

You are instructed to cable immediately whatever 
rely is made by the minister for foreign affairs to 

these suggestions, and., le department will instruct 
you as to recognition. 

101.10..14.0.0.11*IW.1004,11.11111. 
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In Juno, 191, the American minister expressed the opinion 

that the suspension by the bank of its mothly advances to 

the Government most likoly would bring the Government to a 

condition where it could not oorate, The minister stated it was 

this condition whic the bank 1esired so that the IT-litian 

Government when confronted by such a crisis would be forced 

to ask the assistace of the United States in adjusting its 

hopelessly snarled financial affairs and tiat Anerican super- 

vision of customs would result.13 

The Departent of State transmitted to Minister Blanehard 

on July 2, 1914,4 a draft of a proposed convention between the 

United States aid Haiti, moeled on the Dominican treaty of 

1907, providing for a customs control under an American general 

receiver, and for an America financial advisor wh o in addition 

to cortin defined duties, should generally exercise the 

functions of a comptroller ofaccounts14 

It was reported to the State Doprt-lent on July 30, 19114.1 

that financial distress and inability to borrow sufficient 

funds to complete the military mapaign might eventually cause 

the downfall of the Zabr Covement, and thot the political 

situation was subordinate to and embo.f!iod in the financial 

situation. 

13 
IklAs 121Ls PP 345-346, 

d., PP. 347-350. 

11.11 1.21, pp. 351w352. 
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In October 1914, the Secretary of State wrote to Pres- 

ident Wilson, expressing the opinion that the naval force in 

Haitian water should be increased at once, not only for the 

purpose of protecting foreign interests but also as evidence 

of the earnest intention of this Government t:, settle the 

unsatisfsctory state of affairs VAch exists. Accordingly 

the gancock was, sent to Port-au-Prince with eight hundred 

marines, with orders to land men aIld take charge of the city, 

should Minister Blanchard so request. 
16 

The text of the telegram was as foilowsi 

Upon arrival of the pnco4, you will at your 
discretion request commanding officer to take charge 
of Port-au-Prince and wil restore Charles Zamor 
to his cabinet functions. 

(Signed) Lansing 

In Novotber, at the time when Oreste Zamor was falling before 

the revolt headed by Davilnar Theodore, the Departlent of 

State was considering a plan for holding an election in 

Haiti under American supervision, as had been done previously 

in the Domican.Remiblic, and Acting Secretary of State Lansing 

believed such procedure to be tIS important as the negotiation 

of a. customs convention* The text of the communication to 

Minister Blanchard was as follows: 

16, 
AILILII ilearLnRs, 2a. 211., p. 338* 

17ForSIEL 110"-U1 tiorx 1914, p. 355. 
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Sir s 

The attached memorandum regarding the establishment 
of constitutional government in the Republic of Haiti as 
a result of fair elections is sent to you for your 
information. Affairs in Haiti have reached such a 
state of confusion that the departmet believes that 
only some arrangement similar to that outlined in the 
memorandum will insure te maintenance of public order 
in the future and permt recuperation from the losses 
sustained through revolutionary disturbances. 

The denartent regards the matter of holding 
elections under the supervision of the United States 
as of equal importance with the negotiations of the 
customs convention, draft of Nflieh was co:rtained in 
the department instruction of July 2, 1914. The plan 
given in the memorandum attached hereto is the same as 
that successfully put into operation in the Dominican 1p 

Rerublic by the American commissioners in October, 1914.4-) 

(Signed) Robert Lansing 

After the downfall of the Oreste Zamor administration, 

the United States took t e position that it would. recognize 

Davilmar Theodore as provisional president when the Haitian 

Government demonstrated its willingness to negotiate con- 

ventions liclich would provide for the followings American 

fiscal control as proposed; settlement of the railroad and 

bank controversies; agreements by Haiti to give full protection 

to all foreign interests in tle'republic; never to lease any 

Haitian. territory at Mole St. Nicholas or anywhere else in 

the country to any European Government for use as a naval or 

coaling station; and finally, settlement by arbitration of 

18 
=A., 1221.1 pp. 357-358 



American CI: i$ against Haiti, 19 As a snociel inducement, the 

DoportAent of State offered to use itstoce offices with the bank 

to procure the traveling expanses of the Haitian comoissions and, 

as soon as the ealaission should be fnrnished v4th sctisfotory 

credentials, a frthor loof-, to ta%o Caro of the runninc ex. 

,:nlses of t Government during to tire tiwt tbo ccrnission 

vu in session02° 
The 71cition Gov'&t refused to negotitte on tho 

of custos c2V1 in the Haitian Senate the mini ter for 

foreign affairs v denounced and accused of endeavoring to 

sell tA, country to the United States Haiti accepted the 

proposal relttive to the lease of ter territory and the protection 

of foreign .interests slgcosted settlenent by arbitration 

not only of American claims Int of all out disputoSs 

In Odltion proflose to moKification 0: the bang amtrtet, end 

suggested tbe grant to kaorican citizens of certain econcoic 

privileges end pro4oronoes, and assistance by the United 

States in obtaining a loan for Hat/4022 

Apparently before to rect of the itill counter. 

proposall Bryan r:zifted suMohay from these demnals. Mini, er 

Blanchtrd wts not instrlcted to say Vast tLe United States had 

/too( its policy* Minister rUncord was to advise the 

atti:n cov-rnment that tho United trtes hod no desire to 

21 1 11. 359, Text of c telegram fro-1 Se tarY 
Dry ,!.inlster Blanc,AIrd, Nevombv , 1914, 

4. 

IllgAt la* Po 362. 
lIbid!, 19141 p. 363, 
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assume responsibilities in regard to Haiti's fiscal system 

except in accordance with the wishes of tne Haitian Government. 

Recognition was no longer to be conditioned on treaty negotiations 

but would be considered on its merit. Recognition would be 

granted whenever the Government of the United States was 

satisfied that there was in Haiti a government capable of main- 

taining order end meeting the country's obligations to outside 

nations. Such a government was impossible, however, unless it 

rested upon the consent of the governed and gave expression to 

the will of the people. This was the sum and substance of 

the wire sent to Minister Blanchard by Secretary Bryan on 

December 12, 1914, 
23 

A week later Secretary Bryan pronounced 

the Haitian counter-proposition unacceptable as t e Government 

of the United States desired to encourage American investments 

in Haiti by contributing to stability and order rather than 

by favoring special concessions to Americans. 
24 

When the revolution of General Vilbrun Guillaume Sam was 

attaining serious proportions in the north of Haiti in January, 

191, Admiral William B. Caperton entered the scene and 

engaged in possibly one' of the)14ost novel met. ods of inter- 

vent on ever employed in history. AdAxel Caperton aboard the 

yashindon was in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, when he received 

23 
p. 367. 

24Ibi°-.1 1914, pp. 370-371. 



the following orders: 

TO: Commander Cruiser Squadron, 
United States Fleet, U. S. S. 

Wpshinron, flagship, via Com- 
mander-in-cqief United States 
Atlantic Fleet, 

SUBJECT: Movement orders -- Washington 

1. On January 10, or as soon thereafter as is 
practicable, proceed with the Washington to San Domingo 

City, S. D., stopping at such ports en route as may be 

necessary for coal and men. 

2. Upon arrival at San Dbmingo, S. D., communicate 

with the diplomatic representative of the United States 

and acquaint yourself with the political conditions in 

San Domingo. 

3. After such length of stay at San Domingo City as 

you may deem necessary for the purpose indicated, proceed 

to Port...au-Prince, Haiti; where you will also comunicate 
with the American minister and acquaint yourself with the 

political conditions in Haiti. After such length of stay 

at Port-au-Prince as you may consider advisable, proceed 

to Habana, Cuba, via Guantanamo, for coal and stores, at 

discretion. 

4. Upon arrival at Habana, co:amunicato with the 

American minister and acquaint yourself with the political 

conditions existing in Cuba. 

5. After such length of stay at Habana as you may 

consider necessary for the purnose: proceed with the 

Washington to Vera Cruz, via To.-Aco and Tuxpam, acquainting 

yourself in each locality with the political conditions 

in Mexico. 

6. The department desed teat you conduct a military 
ins7ection of such units of your command as the Washintn 
may fall in with from time to time and as opportunity 

offers. 

7. The depart will be pleased to receive any 

suggestions or reca=endations you may consider it necessary 

to make in connection with the -)olitical situation in 7 i)r- 

West Indian and Meaican waters.'"? 

(Signed) Josephus Daniels 

2 
5Senate Iltaljazz, pa. cit., pp, 285-286. 



While at sea Admiril Caperton received the following message 

on January 19, 1915: 

Rush. Ten p.m. 
proceed Cap Haitien, 
conditions. Under w 
Guacanayabo, Gulf of 

Tuesday. Department directs you 
Haiti, without delay to report 
at ordps did you sail today for 
Guba.2° 

55 

(Signed) Fletcher 

In compliance wit tese instructions the Was'Ainaton 

arrived at Car Haitien on January 23, 1915, and anchored off 

Picolet Point, in order to report conditions as stated in the 

orders, although Secretary Bryan informed Minister Blanchard tt t'm presence of the cruiser was for the purpose of 
protecting Americans and other foreigners.27 

The Admiral sent a staff officer ashore who met the 

consul, and since there was no disturbance ashore it was 

decided not to land any armed personnel. Since General Sara 

was on route to Port-au-Prince via. the usual invasion route, 

through Gonaive and San Marc' and since Admiral Caperton. had 

doubts as to General Sam's desires or ability to control his 

army, the adlliral decided to follow the general by putting in 

at the various seaports along the route. 
28 Admiral Caperton as 

he moved around t'Ae coast left gunboats i the various ports in 

order to enforce rules of civilized warfare on the Haitian 

Genera2 Sam as he proceeded toward Port-au-Prince on his 

"electioneering" campaign to tie Presidency of Haiti. The 

officers I: command of the gunboats would meet the general 

26 
Ib1d., p. 286. 

27 
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outside the cities ad extract a promise from him that he 

would not loot or burn down the cities along the route, General 

Sam states: "I do not see how you know where I am going. 

Everytime I go to enter a city I find your ro7Tesentative out 

side with some question, asking me to behave myself,"29 This 

is perhaps the first instance in United States history in 

which an officer of the armed services personally conducted 

a rebel leader on his revolutionary way of power, 

On January 23, 1915, Admiral Caperton received a message 

from the Secretary of the Navy, in reply to a request for 

tamediate instructions relative to the protection of bank 

property at Port-au-Prince which advised: 

State to the Government of Haiti that the 
Government of the United States of America cannot 
consent to the removal of funds thctbelong to the 
bank if such removal will make it impossible for the 

bank to comply with contracted obligations it has 

assumed. You will issue to that Government a warning 
that any attempt to remove the funds will compel you 
to take into consideration means to prevent such 
violcAion of foreign stockholders rights$30 

Shortly thereafter instructions were received from the Navy 

Department to land marines and, sailors if deemed necessary. 

With the occupation o Port-6111-Prince b:: the revolutionary 

forces on February 23, 1915, howeVr, the country became at the 

moment comparatively quiet; and after the inauguration of 

General Sem, Admiral Caperton, who had refraine( from landing 

forces, department on the Washingten1 leaving ono vessel at 

Port-au-Prince. 

29 
Ibid., p. 290. 

p. 292. 
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When the administration of Davilmar Theodore was tottering 

in Februry 1915, and the United States was still considering 

its recognition, President Wilson decided to negotiate through 

a commission composed of Ex-Governor J. Franklin Fort, Charles 

C. Smith, and Minister l3lanchard32 but after presenting itself 

to the Sam Government, wA.ch was installed, on March 4, 1915, 

the commission abandoned its attempt and (Warted March 15, 

1915,33 

About two months later Paul Fuller, accredited as special 

agent and minister plenipotentiary, arrived at Port-au-Prince 

and presented to the Haitian Minister for foreign affairs a 

draft treaty which proposed the armed intervention whenever 

necessary to protect the Republic of Haiti from outside attack 

and from the aggression of any foreign power, and to aid the 

Government of Haiti to suppress insurrection from within, The 

Government of Haiti would obligate itself in return not to 

grant in any manner whatsoever any rights,privileges or 

facilities concerning the occupation or use of Mole St. Nicholas 

to any foreign government, and to enter into an arbitration 

agreement for the settlement 0 forein claims. Such an 

arbitration agreement would provide for the equal treatment 

of all foreigners to the end that is the ;)eople of Haiti may 

have the benefit of competition between the nationals of all 

countries.34 

32 Foreign Relations, 1915, pp. 464-467. 

33Ibid., 19154 pp. 464-468. 

34Senate Hearings, on. cit. pp. 35-36. 
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To the Fuller proposals, the Haitian GoveTmment offered a 

counterproject, accepting the armed intervention of the United 

States to prevent the intrusion of any foreign power in the 

affairs of Haiti and to repulse any act of aggression attempted 

against Haiti. It also accepted the American proposal regarding 

Mole St. Nicholas. It was further proposed that the United 

States should facilitate the entrance into Haiti of sufficient 

ca7ital to assure the full economic development of the country, 

to improve its financial situation, to unify the debt and to 

reform the currency, The Haitian Government was willing to 

agree to employ in the customs houses only Haitian officials 

whose morality and capability were well known, and the creditors 

might be consulted regarding the choice of the higher customs 

officials. The Haitian Government further agreed to organize 

a rural horse-guard, and in the meantime resort might be had 

to obtain the aid of the American Government to check disorders 

and serious troubles. In such cases, however, the American 

forces must be withdrawn from Haitian territory at the first 

demand of the constitutional autITtorities.35 

There is some reason to breve tat the failure of the 

Fort Corlission and the Fuller Mission could be attributed to 

a piece of correspondence between Secretary Bryan and Mt. 

Walter Vick, the American receiver of customs in San Domingo, 

35 ibi'el pl. 36-37. 
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and the character of our representatives in the adjoining 

republic. The letter in part stated that the State Department 

desired a list of tie positions open and at the disposal of 

the receiver which might be awarded to deserving Democrats. 

The letter further stated that whenever tie receiver desired 

a suggestion from the Secretary of State for tne filling of a 

position to be sure to acquaint Secretary Bryan with the facts. 

The letter stated; "You have had enough experience in politics 

to know how valuable workers are when the cmpaigi is one and 

how difficult it is to find suitable rewards for all the 

deserving."36 Mte. Vick did not remove any of his fourteen 

comnetent Americans whose salaries were paid by the Dominican 

Government, but after his resignation several of them were 

displaced by "deservineworkers. The disgust and hostility 

existed by this indication of the State Departhentis policy 

concerning the administration of our fiscal protectorate in 

Santo Domingo was one reason why Haiti turned her back on these 

missions. 

In order to follow the step by staT, movemets which led 

to the events tht't occurred atthe end of July, it is necessary 

that the movements of Admiral Caperton be charted after th 

inauguration of President Sam. 

36 
"An Unfortunate Letter", The ,Indenepdent, May - 1915. 
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Since t e situation at the beginning of Aarel, 1915, had 

become tranquil, and since a constitutional government had be- 

come establirhed which was maintaining order and gaining the 

confidence of the peorle, AdUrel Ccporton wit drey in order 

to engage in target practice at Guantanamo. He left Port-au- 

Prince on March 3, 1915, but when he reached Guantanamo the 

Comnander-in-chef of the Atlantic fleet informed him that 

conditions were unsettled at Vera Cruz so he sailed immediately 

for that port. On July 1, 1915, in accordance wi th ordera 

from the Navy Deetrtlent, stating that French marines had 

landed at Can Haitien, the Washington was directed to proceed 

there and thank the French comiaander and tcLe the necessary 

steps to erotect pro ert: and preserve order.37 Admiral C[eerton 

arrived with t ,e Wes ,i,rton on the following Thursday. In 

order to obtain e better estimate of the situation at Cap 

:Teitien and to get In t ech with the genera: situation in the 

ILitien Republic, the gunboat, Earle, wes sent to Port-au-erince. 

The cruiser kuss-rtes, was found anchored in the harbor of Cap 

74vitien and the co ImenCing officer of the French cruiser, 

Captain Lafrogne, raid an off id call on Admiral Caperton. 

Captain Lefrogne stted that he had arrived at Can Haition, 

coming free Jamaica via 1-ort-au-:Tince, on t le morning of June 

19, 1914, at t e direction of tle French minister at Porteau- 

Prince; and at that time a revolutionary force under Dr. Ronsolvo 

37 
Senute ri5, sae. cit., p. 299. 
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Bobo, minister of the interior in form-r President Davilmar 

Theodore's cabinet, was in chrge of the town; that at noon 

on th;t day the revolutionary troons under Bobo had evacuated 

the town, and the government troops had reel:tore( The 

Descartes had landed a force of about fifty -len who were 

stationed in the Frencl, consulate, the French monastery, and 

the bank. Commander Lefroene further stated that he had kept 

these men ashore until June 2, 1915, guerdine foreign interests 

and otherwise aiding foreiteeer,,. Lafrogne advised that he had 

sent some flour as ore for the use of the Prone citizens. 

The French coy stated that when he arrived in Haitian 

waters the French minister at Port-au-Prince had received an 

official protest from t ,e Haitian Governmeet against the 

Descartes remaining in Haitian waters on account of the violation 

of neutrality. The German minister had likewise protested to 

the commander and at t' e sane time to the Haitian Government. 

The French, coteender placed himself at the disposal of the 

American admiral while at Ca Haitic for the nrotectiol of 

foreign interests although, he would have to leave shortly 

for coal. 

The town. of Can Haitien was also bloeeaded by tle Haitian 

gunboats, Nora ..(aexis and the kAalaam, which fired occasionally 

into the town. A General Probus Blot was in charge of the 

government forces arrayed against Dr. Bobo veo was protesting 

against tee French giving asylum aboard the Deecfe'tes te some 

33Ibid., p. 300 
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government refugees. It is rather important to examine the 

relations of Admiral Caperton wit General Blot who commanded 

the Sam forces and General Bobo who commanded the revolutionary 

forces. 

The cit: of C7) Haitien is so situated that it is very 

easily 'roteeted from the outskirts of the city. That is to 

say, a vessel In the harbor is able to interdict a nall neck 

of land over which troops have to pass in order to enter the 

town.. Admiral Caperton because of his success in personally 

conducting a civilized revolution chlring the "electioneering" 

campaign of General Sam in February 1915, decided that the 

same tactics would prevent undue hardship in this capaign. 

He decided after a consultation with General Blot and the 

American consul that he would not permit any fiting within 

the city walls. He drew up an order which he presented to 

General Blot and sent his chief of staff into the jungle to 

find General Bobo and present that general with the some 

order. 

The directive to the contending parties stated: 

The admiral desires t state frankly the purpose 

of his visit here. The stateent is made with kind 
feeling and without any desire to appear as a threat but 

it is made so that you my know exactly what to expect 
of him. The admiral is here to protect t e lives of 

foreigners, This he will do if necessary, but he sin- 

cerely hoes and believes that there will not be occasion 
for hi to do anything. The admiral knows that there 

are armed revolutionists near Can Haitien, and there 

is a possibility of a conflict between these revolutionists 
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and the government ferees. The admiral believes that 
the lives and property of foreigners residing in Cap 
Haitien will be t'Teatened and insecure should there 
be fighting in the city itself or near the city. 
Therefore the admiral states that there must be no 
fighting in the city or near it or he will have to 
take means to protect the lives of foreignere. He, 

therefore, suggests that all fighting must take place 
at a reasonable distance from the city, and that under 
no circumstances shall foreigners be endangered in life 
or rroerty.39 

Afterwards, Admiral Caperton wishing to confirm this wrote 

letters to General Blot and General Bobo stating in sum and 

substance the sane thing to W.lich they agreed. Just to make 

his position coletely clear, that he was the self-appointed 

referee, in t'is contest,to. -Admiral advised the contestants 

that if they would go out on the plains outside the city and 

fight it out, he, Admiral. Caperton, would recognize the 

winner and personally see that the successful contestant 

occupied the city,4° He was merely establishinz the rules 

of the 10quis sal; Qmapnabury, .te, Caribbean, revolutions - a rather 

unique role for an admiral of the United States Navy. 

On July 9, 1915, Admiral Caperton. decided to land an 

outpost detachment officer of his staff to see General Blot and 

advise him of the fact. Genera 
: Blot withheld consent since 

the revolutionist propaganda was stressing the fact that the 

United States was aiding tJe government forces and such a 

landing would give credence to this aropaganda,41 however, 

events were moving forward at Port-au-Frince which were 

destined to change the history of Haiti, and which would finally 

39Ib1d., p. 301. 

p. 303. 

p. 3°46 



bring to tle attention of the United States Government that 

something in the way of a positive policy must be shaped. The 

decision, whether or not to intervene in Haitian affairs after 

July 27, 191'5, was not to be decided by either ordinary or 

extraordinary diplomatic methods. 

This policy or rather lack of a definite policy seems 

to .ave consisted of adjusting difficulties whenever they 

arose. It seems to have operated on an oportunistic or 

hag basis and was compounded of many differeot ideas on what 

should have been the basis of our diplomatic approach. 

Theodore Roosevelt confused the Latin American Policy of 

the United States b:- identifying intervention in this area 

with the Monroe Doctrine thus making that Doctrine, which had 

said "hands off" to Europe, seem to say "hands on"for the 

United States. Letually, as many a responsible statesman had 

pointed out since Woodrow Wilsonts time, the Monroe Doctrine 

did not give to, nor did it withhold from the United States a 

right or policy of intervehtion. But President Roosevelt 

honestly and resolutely thought that because the Monroe 

Doctrine prohibited Buropzan intervert,ion to secure juttce, 

it ought to follow as a logical corollary that it sanctioned 

intervention by the United States in order to 7revont it by 

Eurore. Many people have -eondered wily it never occurred to 

Roosevelt to lot all alien investors shift for themselves. 
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The obvious answer to this qu estion is that the other great 

powers would not renounce t rieht of intervention to secure 

jertice including contract debts. The European powers had 

intervened in Venezuela, and the Hague Court had but a 

senction of international law on the juetice of their use 

of force. 

The Roosevelt approach was succeeded by the "dollar 

dielomacy" of President Taft and Secretary of State Knox. 

Critics used the phrase to euegeet a deliberate desi by 

the United States to dominate these reeublics for the private 

erofit of the netion's big bankers. Boller diplomacy was a 

glib phrase that easily lent itself to propaganda and an 

exaggerated Yankee phobia. Taft and Knox were merely 

following the instinct and traditIons of continental security 

rather than the lead of selfish private interests. Haiti was 

one of the states of the Western Htmiephere where the least 

American capital was invested. It was a well known fact that 

before World War I creitel found more lucrative fields in the 

United States than outside its boundaries, and that it was 

only with difficulty that the D4rtment of State was able to 

eersuade bankers to invest their funds for political pur7ores 

in this type of a forelen country. The larger holdings of 

capital invested abroad were in Cuba where big business had 

opposed intervention in 1898; in Mexico, where the United States 

'Samuel Flagg Bemis, Zatt kg.= te_lemmex rolIce 2 the 

United t tes, (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., l9 T3), 

pp* 1 
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Goveralent and public opinion had been averse to intervention; 

in Ca-eft, end in the larger and more stable republics of South 

America. It see:as to be an historical fact that the more ceital 

a country of the New World has accented from private investors 

in the United States the less the danger there has been of 

intervention. Such investnents have brought a wealth of good 

to the Latin Aiaericen countries, but it is doubtful whether 

they have been profitable to the economy of the United States, 

not to mention the investors. American dielomecy has always 

been sensitive to the stre oeical require-lents of continental 

security. rlie, and not selfis private interests, really 

explains both the nolicy of Roosevelt and to dollar diplomacy 

of Taft. It also explains i a large measure the Caribbean 

43 
policy of Woodrow Wileon. 

Wilson and Bryan strove to strengthen our influence and 

control i this regio in order to remove further than ever 

justification for any European intervention« They die not let 

their professed dislike for dollar dirlomacy conflict with 

strategic demands; however, by this tine, something new had boon 

added. Wilson was going to be the savior of these people from 

bad government, tyranny, and economic exploitation in order 

that they might be made fit and stable for self-government, 

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness under the protection of 

the United States as in the case of Cuba. In any close exam- 

inetion of our desires to intervene in the affairs of Haiti 

orpmgosp......Min0 

PP. 165-166. 
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after the inauguration of Wilson this last addition must be 

given the greatest weiz,ht. 
IP 

In the published material regarding these negotiations 

which occurred after 1913, references to the Monroe Doctrine 

are sinificantly rare, and it may be doubted whether there was 

any serious danger in 1914 or 1915 of European intervention 

in Haiti. The French legation in Port-au-Prince had, of course, 

lent its support t the bank, and in February 1915, the French 

embassy in Washilvton requested tat, in the evert of a 

financial reorganization of Haiti by the United States,"Fvence 

should naturally be taken into partnership in those measures." 

Gernany demanded participation in customs control, or failing 

that, maintenance of the status quo. 

Writing on May 2, 1922, Ex-Secretary Lansing stated that 

there was good reason to believe that in the years 1913-1914 

Germany was read, ; to go to great lengths to secure the 

exclusive customs control of Haiti; ad also to secure a coaling 

station at Mole St. Nicholas.45 With respect to customs control, 

Mr. Lansing cited the landing of a number of boatloads of armed 

German sailors at Portau-Prine on July 31, 191, and believed 

that the local situation was, by the outbret of World. War 

relieved of a conflict of interests, which might have caused 

46 
serious ebarrassment. 

5 
InouirY into OccuT;atio :Arlistrati n of Haiti, and 

.114: /2M1111q4= ReDublic, &yth 2211X2Lal 
Senci. Report gas 22.117- 

p. 32. 

Ibi0.1 p. 35. 
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The German attempts to obtain a foothold at Mole St. 

Nicholas cited b. Mr. Lansing appear to have ben made by German 

ahippin; interests rather than by the German government. 

Whether tlit distinction was important or not, the United States 

was evidently concerned only with preventing the acquisition of 

a base on the Haitian coast by a Buropean Government. It is 

also clear that as early as the spring of 191, American 

officials were no loner interested in obtaining for the 

United States the lease or cession of Mole St. Nicholas or any 

other Haitian territory. 

Neither did American policy directly aim at specific 

concessions or exclusive economic privileges. Prior to July 

19154 the Government of the United States seems to have made 

it known to the German, French and probably other foreign 

Governments that the United States proposed to maintin in 

Haiti a regime of equality, of economic opportunity. 

American policy toward Haiti so far a it has been 

comprehended in this chapter, was a product of various motives 

and viewpoints; but dated from the Wilson statement of N'arcll 11, 

1913, outlining his administratiens attitude toward Latin 

America, the basic purose was the creation of stable 

conditions in the reublic. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ACQUIRING A PROTECTORATE 

Guillaume Sam, the third President of Haiti, who had been 

convicted of e:lbezzlenent in the bank scandal, had taken over 

the administration in March 1915. For four months he had been 

mrintaining his position with increasing difficulty. The 

revolutionary party of Dr. Ronsolvo Bobo was smoldering with 

revolt in the south of the island; in the north, Bobo himself 

was at the head of a ragged army which had broken out into open 

brigandage. 
1 

The legations of Port-au-Prince, all except the 

American Legation, which would not receive them, were full of 

political refugees, actually members of the Bobo faction or 

sympathizers with the preceding administration of Davilmar 

Theodore, whom Guillaume Sam had driven into exile in San 

Domingo.' 

In addition to these interned patriots the Sam faction, 

becoming more aprehensive and panicky as the revolution 

slowly s-oread, had arrested one hundred seventy-five political 

snap eta and packed them into the city jaild They were jammed 

by groups into close cells or barricaded in a corral. Among 

the rrisoners were Oreste Zamor, an ex-president of the Republic, 

two ex-cabinet members, and three young sons of General Polynice, 

one of the best known and res7t-ected citizens of the capital, 

1 
H. l'. DviF, Black Democracy, (New York: The Dial Press, 

1929) p. 162. 

2Ibici. 

3 
Ibid. p. 164. 
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It was known that conspiracies against Sam were coming 

to a head, and the President, anticipating an attack, spent 

the night of July 26, 1915, on the porch of the palace, 

surrounded by his aides and bodyguard. The palace guards had 

been honeycombed with sedition and when the conspirators who 

had been interned in te legations began to attack the palace, 

these soldiers deserted Sam. A skiriaish took place and then 

these loyal members of the Sam bodyguard abandoned the President. 

However, enough found refuge with the President in the palace 

which they barricaded and held for a time against the fire of 

the revolutionists. The anti -Sam revolution led by the Bobo 

faction and the ex-presidental factions of Samor and Theodore 

was on full blast. Upon to this point about sixty Haitians 

had been killed and the President was completely terror- 

stricken. 

Here was the key to the atrocities which followed. Thiring 

the night of the twenty-sixth, being warned of the possibilities 

of an outbreak, Guillaume Sam sent a letter to General Oscar, 

the officer in charge of the political suspects in the city 

prison. This letter Was locatoa and authenticated. The 

letter stated that if in the mornin:, Sam was unable to hold 

the palace, General Oscar was to do at once thLt which he (Oscar) 

ibid., pp. 162-163. 
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had promised he would do.5 

The first attack on the palace was abandoned early in 

the mornin:, of the twenty-seventh. Sometime later, the 

President with his family nade a break from the palace 

across the garden and scaled the walls of the French Legation 

Viere he and his family took sanctuary. Me escape as not 

made unnoticed and several shots were fire, one of them 

hitting the President in the leg. 

About eleven o'clock on the morning of the twenty-seventh 

a man ran into the American Legation and told the personnel 

there that Genert:1 Oscar had murdered all the political 

hostages in the city prison, He further stated that General 

Oscar had run to the Dominican Legation for sactuary after 

completing the massacre. Lvgz&e dt te_faiLL.Ae. Robert B. Davis 

of t-le Legation loft immediately for the Dominican Legation 

and on arriving there he found General Oscar dead in the street. 

The General had carried out te promise made to President Sam. 

He and his jailers had gone into the prison and killed one 

hundred siy:ty-eigt of the one hundred. Seventy-five defenseless 

prisoners. When Oscar had finished his assignment, he had run 

to the Dominican legation. General Polynice who had lost his 

.t:ree sons in the massacre rode inside and smashing Oscar over 

5Hearins before a Select Co'nmitte e ea Haiti Ana Santo 

Domno t1nied States Senate, S seventh Congress Pursuant 

o Senate soiutQ n ILZ, LaLarl_za4 a s'i)eci;117commIttee 
rcuire into tAo occunation and acIpinistration of the territories 

of the Re ublic of Haiti and the Dom nican epublic, 1st Session, 

717hington, 1922, 52776.---5ocument cited here ter referred 

to as epate Hecrings. 
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the head with his cane, draLged him outside the Legation area 

and shot him. 6 

Davis ran down to the -orison and verified the fact of 

the butchery. He then made his way to the American Legation 

and telegraphA to Admiral Caperton on board the Tai 

at Cap Haitien to come at once to Port-au-Prince.7 

Late in the afternoon of the twenty-seventh a note was 

dis atched on the stationery of the French Minister from Mr. 

Koha, the Britiqh Charge Affaire,. The President, Mr. Kohan 

wrote, had taken refuge in the French Legation, where he 

himself then was. Both he and the French Minister wanted the 

American Chqrap .Affaires to join them at the French Legation 

so that they might act together in meeting the difficulties 

and dangers of the situation. 

Mr. Davis at once complied with this request. He spent 

the afternoon of the twenty-seventh and all that night in 

the French Legation. 

When Charles Zamor had seen what had happened to his 

brother in -t.e '71assacre, he returned to t e French Legation 

with a machete in his halnds andtittempted to find Guillaume 

Sam, However, Alice Gerard, the daugter of the French Minister, 

stopped him. She reminded him of the months her family had 

sheltered him from death at the hands of his enemies and of 

his ingratitude in seekin to violate their hospitality. She 

loinit p. 307, 

71b1(., p. 3050 



saved the Trcsidellt th,rt time. traned out of tl..e house, 

not to retur, 1, ht he was active in the occExrences which 

folio'-mds 
3 

This is im-nortat ns it accounts for the actions ten 

by important inliviilnals in the few hours rucceedinc. this 

affair. :Lao Frenel Minister end his fa:lily, the British 

zaz2 4' gfaIres, and the Plericn Zama' Lapires 
were in the Frene Location until dnybren% on the tenty. 

eighth ox7,:vting en attac'.: at nny time. The sanctuary they 

were given President Sam wld his followers mitflt involve tom 

in the growing frenzy of the mob and also in the retribution 

vhich toy knew the nob must eventuslly seek. Both ?Cohan and 

Davis were unnrned and there was no possible yty of defending 

the gerdenr or the house fro an attaclz. r:.eir only defense 

lay in what protection t o French flag afforded and the 

traditionally inviolable promises of n foreicn power.9 

At about nine o'clock the American CuTge Affaires 

left the French Legation to go to his olv, office for disi. 

patches. No attac;: having boon made on the French Legation, 

it war safe to conclude it tit be porti)oned until the 

follming ni::;ht and by then 1°,414)W would arrive and 

save them all. At Vie Americpn Legation he found a dispatch 

from Admiral Ci-,Irton advising him of his immediate deperture 

from th Cap. Lookinc toward the sea Davis aa' the smoke of 

.114 p* 307 

l'e 

rr 
kt.911:, 6, Governnont Fri .c off co, l9 
eument cited hereinafter referred to as 

74 
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a steaT:ner about twenty miles away and assumed it was the 

Washington. 

Mr. Davis stated that it must have been abort en hour 

later that he Tlcard a yell, and assumed that the mob had 

stormed the French Legation. He ran down towards the town 

noticing at the ste time that the ship apTeared to be white 

and therefore could not be the Washington. As a matter of 

fact it was the sinton, lx.lt because of the heavy black 

smoke behind and the terrific bow wave due to the fm:cod 

draft aneed at which she was steamiw7, she apeared to be 

white fror a distance, however, the ship had arrived about an 

hour too late as far as Guillaume Sam was concerned. 
10 

The crowd,aleinz the sMoke and aware that if it were a 

forein naval vessel it would be balked of its revenge, had 

attached the French legation. Guillaume Sem was removed from 

the Legation, thrown over the fence, and cut to pieces and 

paraded about the tow-i. 

When Davis returned te the American legation on foot he 

was insulted and threatened. Upon his arrival, he found four 

officers of the Ettahintqa aweitang him. The situation was 

briefly explained and then Davis, with Kohan, and the French 

11 
Minister, went down to the pier and boarded the Washin::ten. 

Senate Hearinrs pp. 305-307. 
11 

ForeJlIn Relation ,9l6, 2a. pp. 314-317. 
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Once aboard, they were received by Admiral Caperton to 

whom they gave, as an eye witness, a brief account of the 

preceding forty-eight hours. All three of the diplomatiC 

representatives, thoroughly frightened by prospect of mob rule, 

advised a landing in force as a means of restoring order and 

protecting lives and property of foreigners?' Admiral Caperton, 

after a. staff conference, announced that he would land no:dnes 

and sailors thLt afternoon. Then with Captain E. L. Beach and 

the three diplomats the Admiral went ashore. By this tine the 

waterfront was cr:wded. with highly excited Haitians. The four 

men, after viewing the situation at the waterfront, drove up 

to the Place Dessalines where the revolutionary committee had 

its temporary headqunrters, 

The French minister, by this time in a highly nervous 

state, pushed his way through the crowd to his house and his 

wife and daughters, The American Charge Affaires, Captain 

Beach, and the Admiral then announced to the colmittee that 

marines and sailors from the Washington were about to be sent 

ashore under cover of the ship's guns to protect foreigKI lives 

and property in Fort-auPrinceThe revolutionary coramittee 

concurred. with the action of the diplomats and naval officer 

_2 
3enn e 

13 
ns p. 308. 
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In the meantime at three o'clock, P.M. on July 28th, the 

acting Secrettr: of the Navy sent the following message to 

Admiral Caorton in Port-au-Princes 

State Depnrtment desires that American forces be 

landed at Port-au-Prince and, that American and foreign 

interests be protected; that representatives of England 

and France be informed. of this intention - informed that 

their interests will be protected and they be requested 
not to land. In acting on this request be guided by 

your knowledge of present conditions in Port-au-Prince 
and act at discretion. Denartment had ordered Jason, 
with marines at Guantanamo Bay, to proceed immediately 
to Port-au-Prince. If more &roes are absolutely 
necessary, wire immediately. L 

(Signed) Benson, acting 

On the way down from Cap Haitie: the Admiral had made all 

the preparations for a landing. In view of the instructions 

from the Navy Department, and in coonerstion with the State 

Department, Admiral CtTerton landed a provisional regiment of 

marines under the command of Cuptain Orden at Port-au-Prince 

on the afternoon of July 2, 1915, and occupied the city.15 

This operation is described tie following radiogram 

sent by Admiral Caperton to the Secretary on July 28, 1915: 

Landing at Port-au-Prince decided on after consulting 

wit Inerican ghar t Affair s, and British oargasr 
Affaires. Informed Genet01 Polynice and three others) 

who seemed to be leaders aSloro, of my intention to land 

and protect lives and property and preserve order. They 

assented to this landin but said they could not 

guarantee peaceful entry, but would do all they could to 

explain our intentl.ons to to populace and prevent 
disturbance and would cooperate with us. Descartes 

1); n. 307. 
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(French warship) expected tonight. No foreign men-of-war 
in harbor excepting Wasington at rresent. Consider 
immediate landing necessary. Landing made at Bizoton 
with two companies of marines and three companies of 
seamen at 500 p.m. U. S. S. Beale reports conditions 
at Cap Haitien quiet. Eagle had landed twenty men Cap 

-Haitien to protect French consu ate for fear of attack 
on rer4pes there. Landing made at request of French 
consUl.'"' 

(Signed) Caperton 

In order to acquaint the Charge dl Affaireo of his 

intentions the Admiral wrote the following letters 

I have the honor to state tiv:t it appears that 

rioting and disorder in Port-au-Prince have gotten 

beyond control and the situation to have become such 

as to endanger the lives and property of Americans 
and other foreigners who are left without protection. 

As a result of our conference a naval force will land 

and afford such protection. To facilitate this you are 

respectfully requested to notify all Americans and all 
foreign diplomts, representatives, consuls, and others 

who desire protection to keep within doors, to hoist 
the flag of their nationality, a d to refrain from all 

actions which could possibly be interl)reted as,A 
hostile delonstration agni.st the naval force.1 

(Signed) Caperton 

The Admiral stated, before the committee, that he was 

moved esecially by the intense feeling and desire with which 

the French minister and the Briti,71 Charge di Affaires insisted 

upon his landing immediately. The French minister said, speaking 

of his family, "They are there at the legation with no one to 

protect them. Now, you see what is going on in the city." 

16IbiCot p. 303. 

17Ibie. 
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The marines aid seamen were put in the French legation 

garden, detachments were stationed at the American Hotel, in 

tae market, at the bank, and at other strategic points. Head-- 

quarters.was established at the American legation, with Captain 

Beach, as the Admiral's representative, in command ashore. The 

situation being entirely a military one and the city under 

marthl law, the diplomatic corps naturally handed over all 

local jurisdiction to tie United States Navy. At a quarter 

before nine a.m. July 28, 1915, Villbrun Guillaume Sam had 

been the President of Haiti; at a quarter before nine p.m. on 

the same day, Admiral Caperton was the ruler of Haiti. 

During tie following week it appeared that Haitians in 

general, with the exception of politicians, soldiers and bandits 

felt relief at the presence of American troops; but there was 

quite an undercurrent of excitment and unrest heightened by a 

fear t at the United States had designs on Haitian independence.' 

Admiral Caperton reaorted that a large number of bandits were 

in the city demanding the election of Dr. Bobo as President, 

that the members of the National Assembly were terrorized, 

tilLt stable government as not lipssible until tliese by AAts 

yore disbanded and their power broken, and that such action 

seemed. imperative if the United States desired to negotiate a 

treaty for t',e financial control of Haiti.19 The Admiral 

11*.* 
13 
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expressed t:le orAnion that la'e United States must exnect to 

remain in Haiti until native government was self-sustaining 

and the people educated to respect the laws and abide by thorn.2° 

On August 5, 1915, Admiral Caperton 7ut Captain Beach in 

charge of suc civilian matters and negotiations as would grow 

out of military control. 
21 

Two days later the Admiral reported 

t'nt becallse it did not keen faith he had curtailed the power 

of the revolutionary corlmittee, and thot his orders were gladly 

ace7pted and execilted by tle civil officials of the late 

Government. 22 In the meantime, the marines were beginning to 

disperse and arrest the bandits in Port-au-Prince. 

The National Bank, reminding the Secretary of State that 

American authorities had taken over the customs services at 

Port-au-Prince and Cap Haitien, now requested t7:lat money col- 

lected at these ports should be turned over to the bank. It 

was also pointed out that there Was no longer any government 

at ports that were not occupied by the forces of the United 

States, and revenues collected by local authorities were being 

used for the subsidizing of revolutionists and that an unde- 

terflined amount of paper money.,ind been put into circulation.23 

Admiral CaTerton confirmed this information in his reorts, and, 

on account of military necessity returned the treasury service 

at Port-au-Prince to the bank, and arranged for certain payments 

p. 334. 

22Ema/a_ 1321LII2nz, 1915, sza. cito, Pp. 
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to disarrled Haitian soldiers. 
24 Affeiree Davis ire 

was instructed on August 12, 1915, to consult with Admiral 

Caperton and arrange for the seizure of any consignments of 

paper money thtt might errive fro' Now York.25 

In response to the Admirel's request for a eteteeent of 

eolicy, the Navy Dercrtmont instrected him to cencilinte 

Heitiens to the fullest extent consistent with maintelning 

order and firm control of the situction and to issue e pro- 

clemetion assuring the people that the only obect of the 

United States was to insure, establish, end help to maintain 

Heitian independence eed the establishment of 5. stable and 

firm government by the Haitian people. Americen forces would 

be kept in Haiti only so long as would be necessele- for this 

purpose* 
26. 

With the election of a President Impending, on August 2, 

1915, the admiral believed that in spite of the insurrectionary 

attitude on the part of some of the inhabitants he could coetrol 

the National Assembly. This was necessary since the National 

Assembly elected tle President under tee then existing Haitien 

Constitution. The election, se for the following Sunday, was 

postponed at his request, although ho stated that the people 

were anxious for an election becenee at thet time there was no 

centrei government except as directed by him.27 After further 

observation he believed thet Senator Sndre Dartiguenave would 

1913, PP. 
2 

4earkngs, 
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be elected. to the presidency, and he re-:,orted that this 

presidential aspirant realized t:Aat Haiti must agree to any 

terms laid down tle, United States.28 But Dr. Bobo, resigning 

the chief executive power now had, arrived. on the scene* 

Admiral Caperton, personally or through his naval officers, 

was having daily conferences with the president of the Senate 

ard Chamber of Deputies, with senators, deputies, ex-cabinet 

ministers, and many leading Haitians, and renerted that, 

according to Senator Dartiguenave, members of the legislature 

were willing to cede outright, without restrction, St. Nicholas 

Mole, grantin us the ric:It to intervene when necessary, custom- 

house control, aA any other terms. He now stated that unless 

otherwise directed, he would permit the National Assembly to 

elect a Presid,ent.29 

At a conference held at the American Legation on August 8, 

1916, attended by both Dertiguenauve and Bobo, the aJTiral 's 

chief of staff, Captain Edward L. Beach, addressed fle two 

candidates as follows: 

Gentlemen, it seems likely that one of you will be 

elected President of Haiti. Haiti is in greattrouble; 

she has sufferedmuch. tie United States has come to 

Haiti as a good friend, interested only in Haiti's wel- 

fare, in her happiness, in her prosperity. The United 

States has determined tat revolution and disorder and 
anarchy must cease in Haiti; that unselfish and devoted 

patriotism must characterize hereafter the acts of the 

Haitian Government, Senator Dartiguenave and Dr. Bobo, 

realizing this momentous crisis in Haitian history' with 

28 
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the eyes of Haiti and of the United States upon you, do 
you promise thc.t if elected President of Haiti you will 
ie your officid acts be guided solely by earnest 
devotion to Haiti's honor and welfare? 

"I will so promise," reelied Dartiguonave. "I 

have no other arebition then 'to be of service to my country." 

"I promise," exclaimed Dr. Bobo, rather theatrically. 
"I would be happy to lay down my life for my beloved 
country." 

"Senator Dertiguenave, in case Dr. Bobo reould be 
elected will you promise thet you will exert every 
influence in yoer power to assist him for Haiti's good; 
that you will join with him heartily and helpfully and 
loyally?" 

"If 
the meet 
male for 

"Dr. 
President 
his of for 

Dr. Bobo is elected President I will eive him 
loyal, earnest support in every effort ho may 
Haiti's welfare," replied Dartieueneve. 

Bobo, if Senator Dertigueneve is elected 
will you help him loyally and earnestly in 

e to benefit Haiti?" 

"No, I will not" shouted Bobo. "If Senator 
Dartiguenave is elected President I will not help him. 
I will go away and leave Haiti to her fete. I alone am 
fit to be President of Haiti; I alone understand Haiti's 
aspirations, no one is fit to be President but me; there 

is no patriotism in Haiti to be co: erred with mine; the 

Haitians love no one as they love me,"30 

This seemed to have been Dr. Bobols swan song since on the 

next day t e Navy Department instructed Admiral Caperton to 

allow the election to take plec9 whenever the Haitians wished 

and informed him that the Unite&States preferred tee election 

of Dertigueneve.31 The Secretary of State referred to the 

feet that the Navy Department had. authorized Admiral Caperton 

to permit the Presidential election to take place, instructed 

thesquelP affaires in cooperation with the Admiral to make 

30§4xed 
aulaaa, akt., P. 316. 

31 
Ib1d.' p. 315. 



clear to the congress t t the Cover nont of the United 

States intended to uphold it, but tint it could not roco- 'ize 

action which did not establish in charge of Haitian affcirs 

'nose whoso abilities and dispositions gave assurance of 

putting an end to factional disorders; and it should be made 

perfectly clear to candidates as soon as possible and in ad- 

vance of their election, that t e United States ex:, ctod to be 

Intrusted wit the prectical control of the customs and such 

finnncil control over the affairs of t e Republic of Haiti as 

the United States might deem necessary for an efficient admin- 

istretion. The telegrc'd concluded with a brief bit clear 

statement of policy and purpose: th:t the United Sttes meant 

to assist in establishing a constitutional government and to 

sunport it as long as necessity might require, and that the 

United States had no desin upon the political or territorial 

integrity of Haiti, but on the contrary, what had been done, 

as well as what would be done, was conceived in an effort to 

aid the people of Haiti in establishing a stable government and 

in maintaining domestic peace throughout t Le republic.32 

Under the Bobo fr;cLion, the revolutionary comittee, 

fores Ging the defeat of their candidate in the election, 

ordered the dissolution of tie National Asse7,bly and was pre- 

v'nted by marines from sealing the door of the Chamber of 

Deputic. Tlereupon, Admiral Caperton directed the revolutionary 

32 
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committee to resign.33 Chre A AarAtta Davis Captain 

Beach communicate the views of the Department of state to 

the senators, deputies, tnd candidates; and on August 120 

1915, DtIrtiguenave was chose President in an election held 

under protection of marines, The President-elect exfiressed 

his gratitude for the protection afforded which alone made an 

election with any degree of freedom possib10.34 

While there is no proof th t the members of the National 

Assembly were directly coerced into voting for Darticuenave,35 

his election was evidently attributed to the American inter- 

vention, Had matters talzen a more precipitate, and, in Haiti, 

a more natural course, Dr. Bobo apparently would have been 

elected by a revolutionist dominated Assembly. 

In the minds of American official '3, military intervention 

and the presidential election were closely related to the 

conclusion of a treaty and the Department of State took up 

this question with President Dartiguenavo i=lediately after 

his inauguration. 

The Secretary of State telegraphed the American minister 

that t' e Haitia' Government had een fa;niliar wit, the terms 

of the treaty contained in the DeDrtmcnt's instructions of 

July 2, 1914, to whi&I they had alread7 ez7ressed their 

agreement regarding its principal p,!:Tts, However, assurances 

33Se te Hearings, en. ,211.., pp. 315-316. 

11211aiitaZ, '51 2L, =.7 P. 480. 
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had been received t let Haiti. were willing to 

co fert er t :I befer-, inclz cession to the United Stctes 

of Mole St. Nicholas. In view of the fri-e'ly attitude of the 

Haitian Cover merit as slow by these proposals, the minister 

was instructed to draft a treaty as outlined in the telecral, 

submit it informally to the President, and request hi to have 

the legislative body rase a resolution authorizing hie: to 

conclude, without modification, the treaty subietted by the 

minister, When officially notified that such a resolution 

had been passec'l the minister was to extend recognition to 

the President.36 

The treaty as projected by the Department was broader in 

scope erd stricter in supervision then that contem leted in 

the draft of July 2, 1914; since, in addition to clearly 

sp cified finencle-1 co troll new articles were now proposed, 

including one for a Hzitiee constabulary to be organized and 

officered by Americnr designated by to President of the 

United Stater. An additional article sought to bine the 

Haitian Government not to surrender any of t,e ter:itery of 

the Republic of Haiti b' sale, kease, or otherwise, or juris- 

dictio over such territory, to any fe_ei: Government or rower 

exccet to the United States, nor to enter into any treaty or 

coetrcct with any foreig power or powers that would impair, or 

teed to impeir, the inde endonce of Haiti, A protocol was 

.. 
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to be execTIted for the settlement of foreigvi claims; and since 

Haiti was desirous of fartherinf2 the development of its 

natural reso'irces, te Haitian Government was to undertake 

and execute such measures as in the oydnion of the United 

States iotld be necessary for the sEnitation and -public 

inprovenent of the republic wider the supervision of American 

enj.neers. Finally, the United States was to have authority 

to prevent any and all interference with the attainment of any 

of the objects comprehended in the convention, as well as the 

right to intervene for the preservation of Haitian independ- 

ence and the maintenance of a ::overnment adeqato for the 

protection of life, property, and individual liberty.37 

Charge di Affire s Davis was informed on August 12, 1915, 

that the Denartment expected srompt ratification by Haiti of 

this treaty. 

At te sae tine the Navy Departmellt, on the request of 

Secretary Lansing instructed Admiral Caperton to take charge 

of the customs houses at all of the important seaports, 
and to 

deposit the recsipts with the National Dank.38 In reply, the 

Admiral on August 19,1915, telegrathed that the United States 

had now actntlly accomplished a military intervention in 
the 

affairs of another nation. After pointing out that his force 

at the time was sufficient only for holding the 
capital and 

two other seaports then occupied, he explained that 
taking 

charge of seven other custom houses meant practically 
the 

37 
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military occupation of the entire seacoast of Haiti. Such an 

occupation would require considerable reinforcements, and the 

admiral considered it imperative these contelated 

operations be kept secret, he statoci that secrecy was 

extremely important pending the treaty negotiations.39 Never- 

theless he proceeded with the seizure of the custom houses, 

appointed a naval officer admInistrator of customs for the 

entire coast of Haiti; issued general instructions relative 

to customs org&lization and other civil matters, and deposited 

all collections with the National Bank. ° 

Charge d' Affaires Davis was now informed by the State 

Department that it contemplated using its unofficial good offices, 

as soon as possible after ratification of the treaty, to 

obtain the immediate renewal of railroad construction so as to 

furnish a meas of livelihood for the unemployed. In the 

meantime, the glaza lig=la was to confer with Admiral 

Caperton to the end that under tAe latterls direction ,such 

public works might be conducted as would relieve unemployment 

and discourage factional strife The Charge d$ Affaires was 

also to confer with tho'Catholfd Archbishop Conan with a 

view to the issue of a proclamation to the natives through 

the clergy so that they would be protected from interference 

in their rig -t to barter and sell their products and to enjoy 

41 
the fruits of their labors. - 
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Shortly afterwards, the Departnent of State sent to 

C..112.ax,9 1,1 Daslxci Davis a stateet of the views and purposes 

of the Government of the United tates. In order to establish 

stable government and v. lastinE peace, it was argued, the 

treaty as submitted should be ratified imnediately, and at 

the sane time a modup vivendi should be concluded tr) operate 

until ratificat on of the treaty by te United States Senate. 

As an induceraent to the Haitian Government to request a modus 

vivendi, the Charge d' Affair was authorized to express the 

conviction that the Haitian Government would not find the 

State Department unsympathetic towards any pro or ef2ort 

which might be made to place the Haitian finances on a sound 

basis so that the Haitian Government might be able to pay 

promptly, adequate salaries to its officials, establish a 

good school system, construct roads and various other public 

works, and furnish employment to the people and afford them 

opportunities to improve their industrial ad intellectual 

conditions. 

These altruistic and somewhat remote inducenents did not 

stimulate the Haitian. GOVernmento act as promptly as the 

State Department wished. The ELLuLa d' Affqires reported that 

if the Department insisted on a resolution of the chambers 

authoriztlg the executive to conclude the treaty without 

modification, the President and cabinet would be forced to 

pp. 435-436, 
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resign. Charge At Affaires, Davis expressed the opinion that 

the Haitian Government desired to avoid yielding customs 

control. 3 Thereupon, American tactics bocae less impersonal 

and shifted from vane promises to guarded threats. Osizes2, 

Affairsa Davis was now informed that, unless the treaty were 

promptly ratified, the Government of the United States would 

he compelled to consider the establishment in Haiti of a 

military E:overnment until honest elections could be held or, 

it wcylld permit the control of the Government to pass to 

some other political faction representative of the best 

elements in Haiti whose members would be willing to join in 

the proilvt reestablishment of a stable government and 'ermanent 

44 domestic peace. 

As the discussion of the treaty continued,the elements of 

the Haitian people which had profited from the old regime set 

themselves to creating unrest and influencing opinion against 

the Government and the 1,mericans. In order to give the 

agitators fewer pretexts for their propaganda, the Charge 

Affaires suggested that no steps should be taken which would 

arouse public opinion 4.tcce,A tAdse dictated by military 

necessity; and Admiral Caperton simultaneously informed his 

Department that he would defer the seizure of the customs 

houses, and would conduct no further military operations except 

those necessary for preserving peace and order or for other 

important military reasons. 
45 

3Senate Hearings, an. cit., p. 337 
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The Department of State propose to bring further pressure 

on the Haitian Government; but, instead of doing so, it 

recoived and considered various modifications of the draft 

treaty which were proposed on Auzlv't 29, 3_915, by President 

Dartiguenave told his Cabinet, 
116 

In the meantime the Haitian Government was receiving 

no funls from the American authorities for current expenses, 

and was making its pecuniary embarrassment known to tdmiral 

47 Caperton and the legetion. On the arrival of a consignment 

of ,por monoy from New York, the Department instructed Qmg9. 

CL' Affaires Davis to confer with Admiral Co perton and arrange 

that the paper money be held for the time boing. He was also 

instructed to obtain the consent of President Dartiguenave to 

such retention, as the Department had consented to use its 

good offices to arrange for the temporary loan desired by the 

Haitian Government for $1,500,000 on the express understanding 

that there would be no further emission of paper money. The 

Charge Affaires, however, was of the opinion that the 

paper money should be placed in circulation., as the withholding 

of it was embarrassing the Haititn Government and was being 

used by the opposition to prevent ratification of the treaty. 

Admiral Caperton, who had no knowledge of the =Lug' Affair 
dispatch, had worked out a plan with the bank whereby the 

46 
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notes would be put into circulation immediately after the 

ratification of the treaty. 
49 

The Department of State 

approved Admiral Caperton's plan in principle and so instructed 

the legation; but the Haitian Government objected. Thereupon, 

Davis recommended an immediate loan of $1001000 or the payment 

of that amount by the customs officials; and LdAiral Caperton 

asked for permtssion to make the payments.5° Permissions 

however 9 was delayed. 

Instead, Secretary Lansing pointed out to the Charge, di 

s that the proposed convention was necessary to make 

peace 7)ermanent and to give Haiti a new basis of credit. The 

next concern of the .United States was to see prosperity 

throughout the republic. Haitis he said, should appreciate 

that means for economic and industrial develoT)ment could not 

come from within and that foreign capital must be sought and 

secured, and this could not be eYpected unless there was 

reasonable assurance against internal dissensions. Net until 

the proposed convention was ratified and those in authority 

had manifested a desire to pursuee progressive policy for the 

development of Haiti could fore?: capital be exDected.51 

4 
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Admiral Caperton on Septomer 2, 1915, took over the 

administration' of the customs house at Port-au-11.ince, thus 

completing American military control of the Haitian customs 

service and on the following day he issued a proclamation of 

martial law aTplicablo to Port-au-,Prince, and imposed certain 

restrictions on the press.52 

Revolutionary activity was increasing in the north and 

Admiral Caperton bell eyed, that resl:m::-tion of railroad construction 

might induce may of t e banditti to desert their chiefs and 

go to work. 53 The Department of State, however, informed the 

legation that the persons connected with the financing of the 

railway had indicated that if the treaty was ratified those 

matte. s could be adjusted ad the work renewed with a clear 

understanding regarding the extension of time which would be 

granted in which construction under concession would be 

terminate. The Departme:It expressed its regrets that customs 

revenues would not suffice to provide employment and thus stop 

disorders in the nortl; and stated, that, should this condition 

persist, it would endeavor to arrange with bankers for an 

advance sufficient to employ t1 hungry and indigent citizens, 

The Admiral strted on Setembor 4, 1915, that, if measures 

such as railroad construction were not promptly undertaken, he 

would be forced very soon to consider offensive operations 

pp, aaa_a Hearings, ez.. 65-70. 
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against the north. This brought prompt instructions from 

Secretary Daniels to take no offensive action against HaitiLns 

without. first consulting the Navy Department unless absolutely 

necessary to revent loss of life or property." 

Although President Dartiguenave expressed the opinion 

that the declaration of martial law had greatly strengthened 

his position, certain members of tne Cabinet were opposed to 

signing the treaty., and on Senterlber 7, 1915, the minister 

for foreign affairs and the minister of public works refused 

to aceept that part which related to the financial advisor, 

whereupon the President requested and accepted the immediate 

resignstion of those officials. The Haitian executive then 

discsed with Davis the filling of the two Cab Thet vacancies; 

an'rl on Serterlber 9, 1915, Louis Borno was appointed minister 

for foreign affairs and Paul Solomon minister of public works.56 

Nevertheless, Minister Borno assured the American Charge d' 

Affaires that he too would resign if the United States Govern- 

ment insiste on the original draft of the treaty. He also 

propose(' various changes in the treaty which he declared were 

medo in the attempt to'eoncede-to all the United States de7aands 

but to do so in a manner less humiliating to the Hnititn people, 

and to avoid certain points which in the opinion of the 

Government were not possible under the Haitian Constitution"? 

55 nate HeUiqgs,) gn. W.., pp. 349-350. 
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During the Cabinet crisis, Admiral Caperton stated in a 

dispatch to the coimrciing officer of the goazatLlat: 

Successful negotiation of treaty is prednminate 
part present mlssion. After encountering many 
difficulties treaty situation at present looks more 
favorable than usual. This has been effected by 
exorcising military pressure at propitious moments 
in negotiations. At preset an holding up offensive 
operations and allowing President time to complete 
Cabinet and try again. An therefore not yet ready 
to begin offensive operations at Can; Haitien p4t will 
hold them in abeyance as additional pressure. )° 

The Department of State of September 12, 1915, accepted 

t number of the changes proposed by Minister Borne, and the 

latter assured Davis that tie Haitian Government was now 

ready to sign the treaty and enter into a pod ,s v and 

submit the treaty for in:mediate ratification. At the same 

time, the Haitian Government pointed out that it had only 

600,000 gourdes with which to most current expenses and pay 

arrears of salaries; and it desired assurances that the United 

States would use its good offices in obtaining for Haiti a 

temporary loan. The United States gave assurances, that upon 

ratification of the treaty it would lend its good officer for 

obteining such loans as might b necessary and would also take 

the necessary stens t obtain an advance of 1001000 by the 

National Bank of Haiti in order to meet pressing needs, The 

treaty was signed by Charge d' Affaires Davis and Minister Born* 

on September 16, 1915, and at the same time the Dartiguenave 

o . cit., P. 23. 
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Governnent was formally recognized, by to United Stctes,9 

The Chae3ber of Deputies voted ratification of the treaty 

on October 6, 1915, but there was opposition in the Senate and 

a desire in that body to reopen negotiations. gaaradi 

fairs Davis, however, informed Minister Borne that the 

Government of the United States would erect definite action, 

on the treaty as sired within a. few days. 6o 

A day before the deputies ratified the treaty, author- 

ization cane fro Washington to furnish the Haitian Government 

sufficient amounts weekly to meet current expenses out of the 

customs receipts. On October 12, 1915, Admiral Caperton was 

autiorized to establish a weekly allowance of $25,000, and 

about a week later he paid the current salaries of senators 

and deuties. He re7orted to the Secretary of the Navy that 

inaszluch as ho had received continued assurance that the majority 

in the Senate favored the treaty, he had refrained from taking 

any steps w C might 'appear as using force to secure rati- 

fication. He believed it best that the treaty be ratified after 

full discussion following tle Haitian rules of procedure 

The Department of 6tato be4ito at this time apprehensive 

lest elements lobbying at Port-au-Prince might defeat 

ratification of the treaty. The Secretary expressed the 

60 
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conviction that certain of the senators were endeavoring to 

prevent action by the Haitian Senate until after the United 

States Senate would meet, with the idea of conducting a 

lobby at Washington in the hope of producing a political 

situation in the United States which would result in the 

withdrawal of the marines from Haiti.62 Admiral Caperton 

called on President Dartiguenave on November 3, 1915. He 

explained that he had given Captain Beach orders to do every- 

thing in his power to get the treaty ratified and that Captain 

Beach had repeatedly seen different members of the Senate 

treaty committee, as well as other prominent Haitians and had 

argued for the ratification of the treaty. The Admiral then 

requested the nales of any Haitian senators whose attitude 

toward the treaty was doubtful, in order that his arguments 

could be presented to them. Failure to ratify the treaty 

the Admiral advised would delay regeneration, and tens of 

thousands who were crying for food would become hurwrier, lie 

further stated that it must be clearly understood that the 

outside world would not invest money nor start business 

eterprises in Haiti until Hai*s relations with the United 

States were settled. The Admiral declared that it was his 

plan, as soon as the treaty had been ratified, to institute 

systematic methods to inform the people of Haiti of the 

benevolent, unselfish, and helpful purposes of the United 

62 
Fo 401.0,0ns,, rp. 456.457. 
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States Government, and thLt he intended to visit the ports of 

Haiti fir the louroose of mectinc Haitians of all cIsses and 

exrarin to the' l the friendly intentions of the Unites -bates. 63 

The treaty rem, inin unratified, the Secretor, of the Navy 

on Noveonber 10, 1915, instructed Adnird Caperton to a poor at 

a meet ng of the Haitian Cabinet. He was to state on hi r 017/1 

authority thz,t ho was confir7ent that if the treaty failed of 

ratifictLon that t' e United States Government had the intentions 

to retain control in Haiti until the desirei end would be 

accomplished, The United St-tea forces would then proceed to 

the conpiete pacification of the country so as to insure in- 

tolmal tranquillity necessary to the developmelt of IThiti and 

its in,7ustry, and to afford relief to the starving poi 

then unemployed. The Dartiguonave Government yould be supported 

by to United States in the effort to secure stable conditions 

and lasti:g peace in Haiti;however, those offering opposition 

could only exofect such treatment as their conduct merited. 

The Admiral was further to advise the Cabinet that the United 

States Government was narticularly anxious for iqmcdiate rat- 

ification by the present Senate* this treaty, which was 

drawn up with the full intention of employing as many Haitians 

as possible to aid in giving effect to its -provi7ions, so 

that suffering might be relieved at the earliest possible 

date. This action proved effective and the treaty was ratified 

6 
°nate amEinza, 22. c t. pp. 391-392. 
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by the Haitian Senate on November 11, 1915. 

The State Department had endeavored to effect an arrange- 

ment with the New York representative of the National Bank 

for meeting the urgent demands of the financial situtd_on. 

Admiral Caperton on November 19, 1915, reco-mended that the 

loan to the Haitian Government of S11500,000 which the State 

Department had mentioned in its dispatch to the legation and 

of which the Haitian Government had been informed, be made 

immediately civilable after signing the modus vivendi and 

that tie 1001000 promised upon ratification of the treaty 

should be cabled at once. The Admiral considered th;?46 Americ 

prestige was involved in the matter. P. week later Secretary 

Lanzing informed the legation that ahould the impression 

prevail that this Government's good faith was involved, the 

Admiral could make an immediate payment of $100,000 out of the 

funds at hand. Minister Blanchard, who had arrived at Port-au- 

Prince on November /0, 1915, signed on the 29th the modus 

ndi embodying the exact trms of the treaty; and immediately 

thereafter Admiral Caperton paid the Haitian Government 

41OO,OOO out of custoMft receiptp.65 

When questioned in 1921 about the character of the military 

pressure which he used during the treaty discussions, Admiral 

64 
pp. 391-'--395. 

6P-id *, PP* 395, 397, 399, 
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CL7ertan SPir' thrt the pressure, as he recellod it, was "more 

morel thcn military* and thrt there had been no actual 

military movem:,lt made ageinet the Congress. The Senate 

Co mittee of Inquiry in 1922 re:eortea that the tmerican 

representatives exercised pressure to induce the ratification 

by Haiti of the convention in September 1915, precisely as 

the United States hod exercised pressure to induce the in- 

corporation of the Platt Amend,lent in the Cuban Constitution. 

From the available evidence it must be assumed that 

President Wilson was kept conversant with what were believed 

to be the most imrortant developments in the Haitian sit-action. 

War in Europe, however, was *t:e overshadowing internctional 

problem End events in Haiti must have seemed of minor signifi- 

cance. President Wilson was undoubtedly frequently consulted 

on affairs touching the rtrublic7 but no s eciel orgenization 

seemed to have been established at Weshinten to handle the 

Haitian intervention. Navy opinion must have influenced State 

Dfrertfient ()Melds; but decisions in Washington in 1915, 

particularly wit' record to the treaty, had been deter-lined 

in main during the previous yed. Intervention occurred when 

it did because of events in Haiti, regardint; which, there 

could have been among responsible American officials no marked 

divergency of Interpretation. Subsequent developments in 

Haiti, particillerly wit, i respect to American procedure in 

carrying out basic purposes, was under the control and 

direction of the dertments at Washington; but this control 
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and direction was necessarily dependent to a great extent on 

information received by the do tents fro Admiral Canerton, 

from the legation, and from the National City Bank* The most 

weight was evidently given to the reports crynnunicated by 

Admiral Caperton* 

One may wonder why during the crucial period of inter- 

vention and treaty negotiation the Department of State should 

have been represented in Haiti only by a c;u:Tyle d' ffelL_Amt 

After tne lane of mrines Admiral Caperton was 

recognized as the ranking American official in Haiti* He and 

the head of the legation were instructed by their respective 

departnents to act in consultation and cooperation; and for 

the most art they seemed to have so acted* It appears, how- 

ever, that the treaty negotiations, directed by the Department 

of State, were largely handled by tHe Charge, di Affaires* 

Admiral Caporton remarked, relative to the treaty negotiations: 

Well, I do not know everything the cnrge d' 
e fairs did, but in running my work I coonerated 

with :1 and Captain Beach* The chrp Al f aires 
of mirse, con(7.ucted it, you know but I ass s ed 
him*uu 

While the United States diti not use military force directly 

and openly to overawe or coerce the Haitian Government or 

legislature and wnile Haitian officials were at times by 

delay and skillful tactics able to obtain in tart their own 

way, the circumstances, nevertheless, were such that the 

6 
p. 367. 
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Haitian authorities did not in fact function as an independent 

government. Nor was tie legislative body free from strong 

American influence. Representatives of the United States 

in Haiti were instructed on any occasions to obtain the 

consent of President Dartiguenave before adopting some new 

line of action. His consent was usully forthcoming, and some 

of the measures take b Admiral Ca2erton were on the President's 

request. In many cases, his request or consent could have 

bee only a formality, in some cases not :2,iveni and the 

American seizure of tAe customs houses was publicly protested 

by te Haitian President.67 

It beemne clear that American action in the summer of 

191r particularly, in its manif estation during and after the 

presidential election, was considerably more than an inter- 

vention for te protection of American lives and property. 

It speedily became a political intervention and a military 

occupation, intended not only to put an end to a situation 

vrAch had become intolerable, but also to create in Haiti 

the conditions essential to permanent stability. 

671bi 7). 69, 69* 



CHAPTER V 

The interventions of the United States in Haitian affairs 

during this period were not faultlessly carried out, but the 

dominating motive of these interventions was not the exercise 

of dominion over alien people nor their eeploitation by an 

economic imperielism; it was to foster their political and 

economic stability so thet there could be no justification, 

or pretext for European intervention in such a vitally strategic 

area of the New World, In addition, the occasion which 

brought about the Intervention at the end of July in 1915 was 

to protect foreign citizens, including those of the United 

States, during a complete cell; ;se of law and order, and was 

only the final act in a series of these affairs which dated 

back to the middle of the 19th century. 

For foreigners the situation in July 28, 3.91'5, was extrenely 

critical. The foreign legations up to this time had never been 

invaded, but the invasion of the Dominican Legation, where 

General Oscar had takenrefugefollowed the next day by 

the invasion of the French, tooleamuy this last safeguard against 

violence from the natives. The ignorant claseee having seen 

these Legations violated with aeparently no evil results to the 

invader, could not be expected to respect their inviolability 

as they had in the past; and as a result there reeained no 

place of safety, nor was there any Haitian authority which 
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could be looked to for protection.. At the time of the arrival 

of Admiral Caperton aboard the Was4ingtork, the head of President 

Sam was being carried on a pole through the city and what 

re7leined of his body was being dragged through the streets by 

a mob. During the thirty-six hours preceding the arrival of 

the American warship, two Presidents had been murdered, ex- 

President Zamor having beo n. one of the victims of the massacre 

in the prison.. There was no authority to which one could. look 

for protection save a self-appointed revolutionary committee 

whos powers were simply nominal.. 

There was no immediate prospect of a change In these 

conditions. The loaders of the outbreak at Port-au-Prince 

had declared themselves to be adherents of Dr. Bobo) who at 

that time was in the vicinity of Cap Haitien, in the extreme 

north of the island, and who could not be e:Teected to arrive 

for some time at the capital to assume in person the reins 

of government and to attempt with the assistance of his rev- 

olutionary army to produce some semblance of order out of existing 

chaotic conditions. 

Each hour which elapsed with the mob rule unchecked added 

to the danger for Americans and foreigners and largely increased 

the chance that property would be destroyed and looting begun 

by the half-starved natives. Under these conditions, it was 

believed that for the protection of life and property and the 

maintenance of law and order, in the absence of constituted 
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autority, it was an absolute necessity thct the American 

forces be immediately landed. to assume control of the city 

until such a time as tiere should be formed a constitutional 

government caable of maintaining itself and of affording 

protection to Haitian and foreiii life and property. 

The right of a state to protect by force its citizens 

living in a foreign country when sudden disturbances in the 

foreigr state threater the safety of their lives and property, 

and when the government under 'hose jurisdiction they reside 

has shown itself unable to unwilling to afford thorn reasonable 

Protection has been the subject of writers on international 

law.. The consensus of opinion of these writers is that it is 

not only a right, but a duty; and the state against which such 

force is used may not justly consider itself arieved. 

Oppenheim declares: 

The right of protection over its citizens abroad, 
which, a State holds, may cause an intervention by right 

to which the other party is bound to submit. 

Admitting that sanction may be found fer the act of a 

state- in protecting by armed force its citizens abroad, the 

question arises, thespecialAOsse of the United States, 

whether or not the President as comanderein-chief of the 

army and navy, the possessing in great measure the .control 

of foreiv affairs, possesses the power, upon his own authority 

and without the concurrence of Congress, to use the armed 

forces of this country for that pur7ose. Congress alone, of 

course, has the power to declare war under the Constitution, 
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but intervention may easily lead to war, in the experience of 

the United States it has seldom done so. So long as the use 

of the army and navy of the United States for the protection 

of citizens resident in foreicn countries did not amount to a 

reconized act of war, it seems to be an established fact 

that .t,te President does, constitutionally, possess t e power 

to male such use of these forces. 

Granting to the President and the power secified, it 

follows logically that as international law is declared to be 

a part of te law of the United States as set forth in the 

opinion of the Supreme Court in the case, 21s Pacn,let Eaban4 

and 2111 ;Lela, and as one principle of international law permits 

a state to use force for the protection of its citizens living 

in another state, the President has' by his constitutional 

right and duty to use the an:led forces of the United States 

for the protection of its citizens abroad. 

Since human limitations rrevent the 1,resient from per- 

sonally performing all the acts required of him the courts 

have recognized that he may delegate his powers to the heads 

of dep8rtents. Consequently, am order issued by the Secretary 

of the Navy to the commanding officer of a ship or squadron 

has the authority of 8 direct order from the President and 

must involve t-:te latter in its consequences. tctually, what 

happened was that the naval officer on foreign station in the 

Caribbean took such action as he believed necessary for the 

protection of lives and property, and reported his action to 
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the Secretary of the Navy after the United States had been 

coAmitted to his procedure. 

The authority by which, in an emergency and without 

consulting the Navy DeDartment, tdmiral Caperton landed 

forces fc -;:. tie protection of citizens in Haiti is found in 

the general order issued to all commanders by t.le Secretary 

of the Navy on assuming their command. The Naval Regulations 

which are in the nature of general orders to all commissioned 

offIcers the qervice, and which are approved, as issued., by 

the President, recognized that the decision on the necessity 

of landing forces for the protection of citizens abroad cannot, 

generally, be made from Washingtonlb7lt must be left to the 

sound judgement of responsible officers, who are in sufficiently 

close touch with the situation to be able to judge whether 

events make a landing imperative. 

So much for the ar7led landin L. by the Navy, the question 

remains: Why did we stay? 

The basic reason for the interference in the political 

concpr of the Haitian Republic and the organization of the 

protectorate which followed thdtry:led intervention of July 28th 

will be found in the Wilsonien policy of forcing good government 

of these people and saving them from tyranny and economic. 

exploitation. Secretary Lansing stated that the dominating 

idea was to terminate the appalling coa-:ditions of anarchy 

savagery and oppression which had been prevalent in Haiti for 

decades, and to undertake the establishment of domestic peace 

in the republic in order that the great bulk of the population 
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who had bee down trodden by dictators, LIAd the innocent 

victims of repeated revolutions could enjoy a proserity and 

an economic and industrial development to which every people 

of an American nation were entitled. 

During the 17,eriod w-dch elapsed between July 23, 1915, 

the day on which the President Dartiguenave was elected, 

there was no Government of any descri7tion, as the death of 

the President disolved his Government. There was the self- 
appointed revolutionary committee with whose consent the 

American forces had been landed and with whom, for a time, 

Admiral Caperton cooperated in maintaining order and carrying 

on the affairs of the Government. 

However, when this committee arbitrarily declared the 

Senate and ChtA3er dis,,olved, its action could neither be 

approved nor permitted to be effective, since it eouL:7 not be 

admitted that a band of professional revolutionists had either 

the right or power to arbitrarily dissolve these bodies. 

It was known that te action of the committee was taken 

as a result of its fear that these bodies would elect some 

other than Dr. Bobo to the Pret4dency. Knowing that he would. 

not be allowed to load his army through t:ie country and into 

the capital and force. the Legislative Bodies to name him Pres- 

ident, and fearing the action they might take unless so coerced 

the revolutionary committee issued a proclamation declaring 

the Legislature dissolved. 
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The members of the Legislature were notified shortly 

after the appeamace of the proclamation that the action on 

the part of the committee was not recognized by the United 

States, and the assurace was given that they should convene 

and elect a President according to the laws of Haiti This 

promised protection was accorded and on Augu.A. 12, 1915, cadre 

Dartiguenave was elected President of the Republic. This 

election could not and 1Tould not have been held unless the 

members had been protected when they met for the purpose of 

choosing a President. It was only the presence of the United 

States marines on guard throughout the city which prevented 

the outbreak of a new regime of lawlessness. 

After the Haitian Congress had met and under the protection 

of the American forces held an election for the Presidency, 

possibly for the first time exercising the right freely and not 

as some chief backed by his army dictated, it was seen that 

it was impossible for this Government, regularly and freely 

elected to sustain itself unaided. 

Although a general disarmament had been undertaken there 

. 

were still forces under arms irrthe island. The new Govern- 

ment had no military strength. The President was not from 

the military class and had no ar-,:ay to enforce his authority. 

Doctor Bobo and his adherents were very much dissatisfied 

that ho had not been the choice of the Congress in its election 

of a President. !\ withdrawal of the armed support of the 

United States would immediately have ref:ulted in the overthrow 
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of the Dartiguenave Government, probably with the repetition 

of the outrege,1 lirich accomplished the overthrow of the 

receding President, That its existence was dependent upon 

the surport of the United States was an accepted fact by 

the members of the Government, and it w , realized that the 

lithdrawal of this support would be tantamount to signing the 

death warrant of the President and members of his Government, 

Aside from the necessity of supporting the new Government 

temporarily until it became sufficietly strong to maintain 

itself, it was incumbent from a humanitarian viewpoint to aid 

the Haitian people to free themselves from the hopole 

conditions which continued revolution and a policy of despo 

militarism had produced. In a large portion of the Island 

agriculture was practically abandoned and in those sections 

throwfn which successive revolutionary and Governmental armies 

had passed the country was devastate. Since 1903 not one 

year crop in the areas, Cap Haitien Gonaive - San Marc- 

Port-au-Prince, had been harvested. The armies lived on the 

country as they marched. 

Before it could be er;:lee'act that orderly conditions could 

prevail and a Government possess any degree of stability in 

Haiti, it was necessary to discover a means of permanently 

putting an end to revolutionary uprisings. If this was tdo be 

accomplished it was essential that militaris be abolished, 

that the funds from the customs be in some way safeguarded, and 

their expenditure for the payment of debts contracted by revolu- 

tionary chiefs in the prosecution of a revolutionary operation 

be made impossible, 
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As has already been pointed out, certain groups of 

foreigners had finnced some of the 11.,,itian revolutions, 

advancing the mone:, for their prosecution at exorbitant 

interest rates with the assurance t7,1t these loans would be 

regarded as Govrnment obligations aulprovision made for 

their payment out of levies against imports and ex.,Tyorts. 

Naturally if a means could be found to make such procedures 

impossible, the procging of funds for the prosecution of 

revolutions would no longer be a thing so easily accomplished 

and without funds no revolution can succeed. 

The treaty which was signed contained articles which the 

Admini tratio in Washington hoped would bring about the 

stability and freedom from tyranny and economic oppression. 

The article of the treaty which abolished the army and es- 

tablished a constabulary presented a plan which did put an 

end to the militarism which had been productive of so much 

unrest and suffering in the Island. The article of the treaty 

which placed custom cntrol u der the United States put an 

effective end to the use of Government revenues for the payment 

of revolutionary obligations, r,1 gave the assurance that they 

would be expended only for legitimate demands. 

In the light of all the facts and under the then existing 

conditions it is considered that any action short of that taken 

could have been but temorary in effect and could neither haVe 

produced lasting results nor offer any solution of the questions 

Involved. 
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APPENDIX A 

RULERS OF WITI 

Jean Jacues Dessalinesi Jan. 1, 1305.-Oct. 17, 1306; (Dictator) 
Governor General for life Oct. 8, 1304. Emperor Jacques 1st, 
Black; Assassinated, 

Henri Christophe, Feb. 17, 1307-Oct. 8, 1820; President; "State 
of Haiti" (the North of Haiti) June 2, 1811; King of Haiti; 
Henri 1st; Black; Shot himself. 

PRESIDENTS OF TM REPUBLIC OF HAITI - 1307-1928 

Held Office 
Mo ,Day e Re inrh.s 

1. Alexandre Potion 11 

2. Jeaa, Pierre Boyer ,) ,r 

3. Charles Herard 
4, Philippe Guerrier 
5. Jean Louis Pierrot 
6. Jevn Brptiste Riche 
7. Fautin Soulouque 
8. Fabro Geffrard 
9. Sylvain Salnave 

10. Nissage Saget 
11. Michel Domingue 
12. Boisronde-Canal 
13. Etienne relicite Snlomon 
14. F. Deus pegitime 
15, F.M.FlorVil Hippolyte 6 

16. P.A.Tiresias Simon Sam 6 

17. Nord Ale7.is 5 
13. F. Antoine Simon 
19. Michel Cincinnatus Leconte 

20. Tancrede Auguste 
21. Michel Oreste 
22. Oreste Zamor 
23. Joseph Davilmar Theodore 
24. Jean Vilbrun Guillaume Sara -- 

25. Philippe Sudre Dartiguenave 
6 

26, Joseph Louis Borno 4 

Re-elected 

loss 
20 
17 

OW OW 

OW 

OW OM 

WOOW 

11 
0 
Li 

4 
1 

11 
10 
11 
10 
2 
6 
1 

10 

3 
12 
12 
26 
15 
20 

24 
4 

4040 

9 
B 

1 
11 

f7 

11 
Li 

1P 

1 
15 
12 
16 
24 
24 
23 
20 
15 
21 
4 

OW IWO 

Died in Office 
Deposed by Revolution. 
Deposed by Revolution 
Died in Office 
Deposed by Revolution 
Died in Office 
President to Aug.1849 
Deposed by Revolution 
Deposed by Revolution 
Retired at end of for 
Deposed by Revolution 
Deposed by Revolution 
Deposed by Revolution 
Deposed by Revolution 
Died in Office 
Retired 
Deposed by Revolution 
Deposed by Revolution 
Blown up in his Palcc 
Died by poison 
Deposed by Revolution 
Deposed by Revolution 
Deposed by Revolution 
Murdered by Mob 
Retired at end of Tern 
Served first term and 

re-elected 
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APPENDIX B 

TREATY BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND HEITI RELLTING TO ThT 
FIN/NOES, EC070MIC DEVELOPMENT, Al D TRANQUILLITY OF HAITI1 

Signed at Port-au-Prince, September 16, 1915; ratification 
advised by the Senate, FebruLry 23, 1916; ratified by the 
President, March 20, 1916; ratified by Haiti, September 
17, 1915; ratifications eicanged at Washington) May 3, 
1916; proclaimed, May 3, 1916. 

By The President Of The United States of America 

A PROCL,PiliATION 

Whereas a Treaty between the United States of 
America and the Republic of Haiti having for its objects 
the strengthening of the amity existing between the two 
countries, the remedying of the present condition of the 
revenues and finances of Haiti, the maintenance of the 
tranquillity of that Repiublic, and the carrying out of 
plans for its economic development and prosperity, was 
concluded and signed by their respective Pleninotentaries 
at Port-au-Prince, on the sixteenth day of September, 
one thousand nine hundred and fifteen, the original of 
which treaty, being in the English and French languages, 
is word for word as follows: 

Preamble 

The United States and the Republic of Haiti desiring 
to confirm and strengthen the amity existing between them 
by the most cordial cooperation in measures for their 
common advantage; 

And the Republic of Haiti desiring to remedy the 

present condition of its revenues and finances to win-s 

tain the tranquillity pp the Reublic, to carry out 
plans for the ebonomie'devolopment and prosperity of 

the Republic and its peOple; 

And the United States being in full sympathy with 

all of these aims and objects and desiring to contribute - 

In all proper ways to their accomplishment; 

The United States and the Reublic of Haiti have 
resolved to conclude a Convention with these objects in 

view, and have appointed for that purpose, Planipoten- 
taries, 

1p 
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The President of the United States, Robert Beale 
Davis, Junior, Charge d' Affaires of the United Stetes; 

AnC the President of the Republic of Haiti, Louis 
Borno, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and Public 
Instruction, who, having exhibited to each other their 
respective powers, which are seen to be full in good and 
true form, have agreed as follows: -- 

Article I 

The Government of the United States will, by its 
good offices, aid the Haitian Government in the proper and 
efficient development of its agricultural, mineral and 
commercial resources and in the establishment of the fin- 

ances of Haiti on a firm and solid basis. 

Article II 

The President of Haiti shall appoint, upon nomination 
by the President of the United States, a General Receiver 

and such. aids and employees as may be necessary, who shall 

collect,reeelve, and apply all customs duties on imports 

and exports accruing at the several custom houses and ports 

of entry of the Republic of Haiti. 

The President of Haiti shall appoint, upon nomination 
by the President of the United States, a Financial Adviser, 
who shall be an officer attached to the Ministry of Finance 

to give effect to whose proposals aed labors the Minister 

will lend efficient aid. The Financial Adviser shall devise 

an adequate system of eublic accounting, aid in increasing 
the revenues and adjusting them to the expensesD inquire 

into the validity of the debts of tne Reeubliclenlighten 
both Governments with reference to all eventual debts,. 

recommend improved methods of collecting and apelying the 

revenues, and make such other reconmendations to the Ministe 

of Finance as may be deeded necessary for the welfare and 

prosperity of Haiti. 

Article III 

The Government of the Republic of Haiti will provide 

by law or appropriate decrees for the payment of all custom: 

duties to the General Receiver, and will extend to the 

Receivership, and to the Financial Advisor, all needful aid 

and full eroteetion in the execution of the powers conferrec 
and duties imposed herein; and the United States on its 

part will extend like aid and protections. 
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Article IV 

Upon the appointment of the Financial Advi':er, the 
Government of the Republic of Haiti, in cooperation with 
the Fihencial Adviser, shall collate, classify, arrange, 
and make full statement of all the debts of the Republic, 
the amounts, character, maturity and condition thereof, 
and the interest accruing ane the sinking fund requisite 
to their final discharge. 

Article V 

All sums collected and received by the General 
Receiver shell be aeplied, first, to the payment of the 
salaries and allowances of the General Receiver, his 
assistants and employees and expenses of the Receivership, 
includine to salary and expenses of the Financial kiviser, 
which salaries will be determined by previous assessment; 
second, to the ieterest and sinking fund of the public 

debt of the Republic of Haiti; and third, to the mainten- 

ance of the constabulary referred to in Article X, and 

then the remainder to tie Haitian Government for purposes 

of current expense. 

In makine 
procood to pay 
as they arise, 
will set aside 
collection and 

thee() applications the General Receiver will 
salaries and allowances monthly and expenses 
and on the first of each calendar month, 
in a separate fund the quantum of the 
receipts of previous months... 

Article VI 

The expenses of the Receivership, including salaries 

and allowances of the General Receiver, his assistants and 

employees, and the salary and expenses of the Financial 

Adviser, shall not exceed five per centum of the 

collections and receipts tree customs detiesonless by 

agreement by tee two Govpenments. 

Article VII 

The General Receiver shall make monthly reports of 

all collections, receipts and disbursements to the approp- 

riate officer of the Republic of Haiti and to the Depart- 

ment of State of the United States, which reports shall 

be open to inseection and verification at all times by 

the appropriate authorities of each of the said Govern- 

ments, 
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Artic1.3 VIII 

The Republic of Haiti shall not increase its public 
debt except by previous agreement with the President 
of t'Je United States, and shall not contract any debt or 
assume any financial obligation. unless the ordinary 
revenues of the Republic avelleble for thet purpose, after 
defraying the expenses of the Governmet, shall be adequate 
to pay ti:e interest and provide a sinking fund for the 
final dircherge of such debt. 

Article IX 

The Republic of Haiti will not without a previous 
agreement with the President of the United States, modify 
the customs duties in a manner to reduce the revenues 
therefrom; and in order teet the revenues of the Republic 
may be adequate to meet the public debt and the expenses 
of the Government, to preserve tranquillity and to promote 
materiel erose)erity, the Reeublic of Haiti will cooperate 
with the Pinancial Adviser in his recommeedations for 
improvement in the methods of collecting and disbursing 
the revenues and for new sources of needet income. 

Lrticle X 

The Haitian Government obligates itself, for the 
preservat:.oe of domestic peace, the security of individual 
rights and full observance of the erovisions of this treate 
to create without delay an efficient conetabulary, urban 
and rurel, cemposed oe native Haitians.. This constabulary 
shall be organized and officered by Americans, appointed 
by the President of Haiti, upon nomination by the President 
of t e United States. The Haitian Government shall clothe 
these officers with the proper and necessary authority and 
uphold them in the performence of their functions. These 
officers will be replaced by Haitians as they, by exam- 
ination conducted under. (direction of a board to be selected 
by the senior Ai.Aericen dtficer of this constabulary and in 
the presence of a representative of the Heitien Government, 
are found to be quelified to assume such dutiee. The 
constabulary herein provided for, shall, under the directic 
of the Haitian Government, have supervision and: control of 
arms and aemunition, military sueelies, and traffic thereir 
throughout the country. The high contractine parties agree 
that the stipulations in this Article are necessary to 
prevent factional strife and disturbances, 
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Article XI 

The Government of Haiti agrees not to surrender any 
of the territory of the Republic of Haiti by sale, lease, 
or otherwise, or jurisdiction over such territory, to any 
foreign government or power, nor to enter into any treaty 
or contract with any foreign power or powers that will 
impair or tend to impair the independence of Haiti, 

Article XII 

The Haitian Government agrees to execute with the 
United States a protocol for the settlement, by arbitration 
or otherwise, of all pendilr-ecuniary claims of foreign 
co72porations, companies, citizens or subjects against Haiti 

Article XIII 

The Republic of Haltilbeing desirous to further the 
develoment of its natural resources, agrees. to undertake 
and execute such measures as in the opinion of the high 
contracting parties may be necessary for the sanitation 
and 'oublic improvement of the Republic, under the tuper- 
vision and direction of an engineer or ervineers, to be 

avointed by the President of Haiti upon nomination by the 
President of the United States, and authorized for that 
purpose by the Government of Haiti, 

Article XIV 

. The high contracting parties shall have authority to 
take such stops as may be necessary to insure the complete 

attainment of any of the objects comprehended in this 

treaty; and, should the necessity occur, the United States 

will lend an efficient aid for the preservation of Haitian 

Independence and tie maintenance of a. government adequate 

for the protection of life, property and individual liberty 

Artitie XV 

The present treaty shall be aT)roved and ratified by 

the high contracting parties in conformity with their 

respective laws, and the ratifications thereof shall be 

exchanged. in the City Of Washington as soon as may be 

possible. 
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Article XVI 

The present treaty shall remain in full force and virtue 
for the ter of ten years, to be counted from tte day of 
exchange of ratifications, and further for another ter of 

ten years if, for specific reasons 7resented by either of 
the high contracting 7)arties, the purose of this treaty 
has not bee fully accomplished. 

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have 
signed the present Convention in duplicate, in the English 
and French languages, and have thereunto affixed their seals. 

Done at Port an Prince, Haiti, the 16th day of September 
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and. fifteen. 

Robert Beale Davis, Jr. (Seal) 
Charge 21 Affaires:of the Uri' t-Ae. 

Louis Borno 

glautuku d'Z t ti 
gg, nst on Publique 

ns Exterieures 

And whereas, the said Treaty has been duly ratified 

on both. Darts, and the ratifications of the two governments 
were exchanged in the City of Washington; on the third day 

of May, one thousand nine hundred and sixteen; 

Nov therefore, be it known that 17 Woodrow Wilson, 
President of the United States of America, have caused the 

said treaty to be made public, to the end that the sae and 
every article and clause thereof may be observed and ful- 
filled with good faith by the United. States and the citizens 

thereof. 

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and; 

caused the seal of the United States to be affixed. 

Done at the City of WaShington this third day of May 

(Seal) in the yeat,'t)f our Lord one thousand nine 
hundred and Sixteen., and of the Independence 
of the United States of America the one 
hundred and fortieth. 

By the Pre dent: WOODLOW WILSON 

Robert Lansing, 
kmttaza- pl. State 



APPENDIX C 

The Secretary of the Navy to the Secretary of State. 

NAVY DEPARTMENT 
Washington, Septernbcr 231 191! 

SIR I have the honor to forward herewith copy of 
letter of instructions, customs and civil administration, 
from Commander, Cruiser Squadron, U. S. Atlantic Fleet, 
commandina United States forces in Haiti and Haitian waters. 

Very sincerely yours, 
JOSEPHUS DINI7LS 

(Inclosure.) 

Admiral CrDerton to the Ameriefn Forces 111 Haiti. 

Port Au Prince, Se-tamber 6, 1915. 

Letter of Instructions' Customs and Civil Administration. 

1. In order to relieve the detachment commanders from 
the duty of disbursing funds, and in view of the fact that 
the Navy Department has detailed sufficient bonded disbursing 
officers for duty with the forces in Haiti and Haitian waters 
to provide one for each port occupied, the following 
instructions are substituted for those contained in refer- 
ence (b) (Issued August 24, 1915). 

Customs Administration. 

2. The Squadron Commander will administer the customs 
through an administrator of customs, who will be established 
at Port au Prince. The administrator of customs will have 
general charge of the collection of customs duties at all 
ports and the depositing of :receipts, in accordance with 
instructions given' by the liquadron Commander and in accord- 
ance with the Haitian law nbt inconsistent with these 
instructions. For the purpose of insuring uniformity of 
administration, the administrator of customs is authorized 
to issue directly to the local collectors such detailed 
instructions as may be necessary relative to the customs 
collection, depositing of receipts, keeping of accounts, 

rendition of returns, and such other administrative matters 
as come within his province. 

2 
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3. The collector of customs at each port :ill admin ister 
the customhouse and captain of the port's office at the 
port where he is stationed, under instructions from the 
administrator of customs. He will also act as disbursing 
officer for all payments made at the port where he is 
stationed. 

Civil Administration 

4. Detachment mamanders will have charge of such 
other civil affairs as may be assumed within the limits 
of their respective commands, and will control the dig- 
bursements of funds alloted by the Squadron Commander to 
meet obligations incurred thereby. 

Disbursements 

5. Disbursements will be made under the following 
heads: 

Co s 1)7, r : for the organization and maintenance 
of an off cient constabulary, 

PuLblic Works: for conducting such temporary public 
works as will afford an immediate relief through cmrloy- 
ment for the starving poDulace and discharged soldiers. 

1411,tsU.: Ang CP74 :00vernments for the maintenance 
of such military and civil governments as the United 
States may establish. 

Customs Serv#9: for expenses of maintaining the 
customs service, including captain of the ports' offices. 

6. Detachment commanders will submit to the Squadron 

Commander by radio not later than the 25th of each month, 

confirmed by letter, estimates covering the funds desired 
under each head for each town for the coming calendar 
month. Collectors of customs will furnish detachment corn,- 

menders with estimates for custofas service to be included 
in above mentioned radio measage. 

7. Funds will then belloted by the Squadron Com- 
mander from the funds on deposit in the local branch of 
the National Bank of Haiti in each town; and the funds, so 

allotted will be placed to the credit of the collectors 
of customs in those local bank(' 

W. D. Cperton 
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APPETFDLXD 

Is= SecretarY of the Navy /2 the Secretary 24:State73 
NAVY DEP22TENT 

Washington, August 24 1915 

SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith, for your 
information, a copy of a report, dated August 13, 1915, 
received frolli tie Commander of the Cruiser Squadron, 
Atlantic Fleet relative to conditions in Haitian Waters 
from August 7 to 12 inclusive. 

Very sincerely yours, 

W. S. Benson 

(Inclosure-Extract) 

Admiral paDertop /la Secretary of the Navy 

Port Au Prince, August 9, 1915 

3. Last January the Treasury service, by an arbitrary 
act, was take from the National Bank of Haiti, the National 
Treasury, and given to private banking firms, the principal 
one of which is SimAond Freres, Simond Freres Is under 
no control that will safeguard public interests. They 
merely In&-x collectious of the revenues, receive a certain 
percentage as their fee, and turn the rest over to whomso- 
ever may exercise sufficient force or persuasion in the 
name of t goverment or revolution to obtain it. The resat 
is that considerable money is being thus forced from Simmond 
Freres by the so-called revolutionary committees in various 
towns, and this money is being used to actively support 
revolutionary activity. On .account of military necessity, 
therefore, I this day informed the committee in Port au Prince 
Simond Freres, and the Natlionel Bank of Haiti, that the 
Treasury service would be Osumed by the National Bank of 
Haiti. This bank is under legal and exacting contract for 
the handling of the Treasury service for the country. 

August 10, 1915. 

54.. I made arrangements this day with the National Bank 
of Haiti for the payment of ten gourdes to each soldier and 
one hundred gourdes to each chief disarmed and dismissed 
in the north. 

rs Bc1gtni to the F reirn no 't ons of the United 
4tntes, 1 pp. )19-0. 
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55. I informed tie commanding officer of the 
!nie c' that the National Bank of Haiti had resumed 
he easury service and had issued instructions to its 

representatives of Cap HaitieA to pay the soldiers dis- 
arned at that place. I directed the Connecticut to get 
in touch with the representatives of the Bank of Cape 
Itaitio, make necessary arrangements for paying these 
troops, and supervise the payment himself. 
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State 

APPENDIX E 

DAlLa 1112 B91231.12= PS rptti jj he 

(Translation) 

Washington, August 7, 1915 

NY'. Secretary of State: According to reports published 
in the press of the United States, the American authorities 
have taken over the several public services of the Republic 
of Haiti at Port au Prince and Cape Haitien, in particular 
the collection of customs duties. 
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Now the terms of Article 14 of the concession contract 
of the National Bank of the Republic of Haiti explicitly 
state the rights and duties of that institution in respect 
to the collection and distribution of the said duties, it 
reads as follows: 

The Bank will have exclusive charge of the service of 
the State Treasury both at home and abroad. Under that 
head it shall receive all moneys due the State when col- 
lected and in particular the customs duties on imports and 
exports. Likewise it shall effect, within the limits set 
fort' A in Article 15 hereinbelow, all payments for the 
account of the State including the service of interest and 
amortization of the public debt. 

The greater part of customs duties have been pledged 
to holders of foreign and domestic bonds and also to the 
beneficiaries of certain debts incurred by the Republic 
in connection with railway, electric lighting, public 
works and other contracts. 

In addition, most of the nreements between the Haitian 
State and its creditors provide that it will be the Bank's 
duty to pay over to those entitled thereto the llart of the 
duties that is their due; Apr instance, in the -case of the 
1910 loan, by far tle most important, Article 19 says: 

During the whole life of the loan the duties herein- 
above pledged shall be direttly collected for the account of 
thorn it may concern by the attorney of the national Bank of ti 

Republic,of Haiti designated by te Bankers as their 
representative to that effect. 

Article of the 1912 loan and Article 5 of the 1913 
loan, which are identical, provide that: 

s R a in to the Foreign Relations of the United 
PP. 
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The National Bank of the Republic of Haiti shall ex- 

officio, upon a. mere notice to the Department of Finances 

distribute t e 7roceeds thereof which will be used first 

for the payment of interest and next for the amortization 

of the capital. 

Under the conditions and for the protection of the 

interests involved I have the honor to bespeak your high 

intercession, Mr. Secretary of State, with a view to having 

the requisite orders issued to turn over at our treasury all 

moneys collected on customs receipts, in accordance with the 

contracts and conventions. 

Again, permit me to draw your attention to the particu- 

larly grave turn for the creditors of the State taken by 

the situation since the late events thut have taken place 

in Haiti. 

There is no longer any government at ports that are not 

occupied by the forces of the United States; customs duties 

are collected by the local authorities; since those moneys 

have ceased being turned over to us in violation of the 

pledges which I have had the honor to recite to your 

excellency the said authorities use them as they see fit and 

avail themselves of them to subsidize revolutionists vitose 

access to power they are interested in favoring. 

Such a condition of affairs not only injures the 

interests of the National Bank of the Republic of Haiti, 

it also, as I have just had the honor to explain to your 

excellency, is very harmful to the other creditors of the 

Haitian State, 

I beg (etc.) 

BANVE NITIOI;ALE DE Li R7YTTILIQUE dl 
HAITI CASENAVE, presi4ent. 
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APPE7DIXF 

Proclamation of the United 8tates.5 

U. S. S. "Washingtorl," flagship 
Port au Prince, Haiti, August 9, 1915 

I am directed by the United States Government to assure 
the Haitian people thEt the United States has no object in 
view except to insure, to establish, and to hell) maintain 
Haitian independence and the establishment of a stable and 
firm government 1):: the Haitian people. 

Every assistance will be given to the Haitian people 
in their attempt to secure those ends. It is the intention 
to retain the United States forces in Haiti only so long 
as will be necessary for the purpose. 

W. B. Caperton, 
Rear Admiral, United States Navy 

Commanding U.S. Forces in Haitian Waters. 

5 Papers Relntrue 12 the Foreillp Relations 9 the Unites 
States, 1915, p. 461. 
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Haiti won its freedom from France in 1804, becoming thus the 

second independent state in the Western Hemisphere. It had been 

during the eighteenth century France's most prosperous colony, 

its wealth depending on slavery and the plantation system. With 

the whites driven out, social distinctions which actually had 

their roots in colonial times began immediately to develop among 

the people, all of whom had some proportion of African blood in 

their veins. During the course of the next century the criteria 

for aristocracy assumed recognizable form, so that now even the 

most casual observer is aware that Haiti is not by any means a 

democratic country. The two castes are the elite and the masses. 

They are as different as day from night, as noblemnn from,peasant; 

and they are as separate as oil and water. The elite are gen- 

erally reckoned to compose at the outside not more than three 

nercent of the population. 

Contacts of the Haitian people with the outside world be- 

tween 1305 and 1915 were meagre. The slaughter of the whites 

by Dessalines, the economic decline of the country, the unwilling- 

ness of the white nations to treat with a Negro state, restrictive 

legislation against white foreitOrs, and the general illiteracy 

of the people - all these shut Haiti off from the world. For a 

century Haiti saw no foreigners except the few traders at sea- 

ports, a limited number of consuls, and, after 1860, Catholic 

priests and sisters. For the peasants there ceased to be any 

knowledge of the world outside of Haiti; for the elite, France 

once more became the center of social world. 



Foreign relations, in the political sense, revolved dering 

most of the nineteenth century about loans and inserrections. 

Revolutionary leaders sometimes promised as bait for foreign 

assistance either tariff preferences or the cession of the Mole 

St. Nicholas for a naval base; if successful they might fulfill 

the first promise, but because of the Monroe Doctrine and the 

jealousy of the big powers, the Mole was never coded. Of all 

the social institutions which the Haitian people had to devise 

after 1804, the one for which they seemed least prepared was 

government. The revolution had brought to the front men of 

military experience, and seemed to have driven out or killed 

every single eerson of experience in civil eovernment. The only 

authority of any significance was military. Consequently the 

new state was built ueon army control and directed by army 

officers, and a succession of ignorant black generals succeeded 

to the presidency. These go orals, on the w'eoio, haf no interest 

in the country other than to maintain their power and seize what 

funds were available against the day when they would be driven 

from power. As a result of this attitude on the part of persons 

who s our have been striving fOi the welfare of their country, 

the educational and economic needs of the people were completely 

disregarded, 

After a century of independence from seventy-five to ninety- 

five per cent of the people were illiterate. In the twenty years 

following the election of 1386 no president had served out a 

full term. 



One did serve nearly seven years and died in office, but of 

the rest, four were killed In office and five were overthrown. Sue 

government as existed was dictatorial in fact while the finances 

of the republic were a series of loan shark operations and 

gambling speculations and graft was expected as a matter of coursei 

In the period 190 to 1915 the descent into political chaos was 

greatly accelerated, Within this period seven presidents were 

elected and deposed. Of these seven., one was blown um in the 

nationzl palace; one died, it is said by poison; and of the other 

five, all of whom were deposed by revolutions, one was butchered 

in a massacre of political prisoners, and another was torn to 

pieces by a mob. 

It was finally the combination of complicated financial 

affairs and political collaps which produced the Occupation of 

1915. In the precedin year both France and Germany threatened 

to send warships to collect loans due them, and were stopped 

only 137 the outbreak of World War I. An American bank held as 

its subsidiary the Bank of Haiti, in which the government de . 

posited its funds; when in 1914-15 the presidents followed each 

other in rapid succession, the link on instructions from Nov 

York refused to allow the government to withdraw its funds, which 

were obligated for the purpose of retiring the public debt. Haiti 

in retaliation threatened to seize its deposits by force, but 

to Now York bank persuaded the United States Government to send 

a ship to transfer the :old from Port-au-Prince to Now York. The 

Haitian Government protested this removal of funds; however Secre- 

tary Bryan insisted that this was for the protection of funds. 



By the end of July, 1915, a threatened revolution broke. 

President Guillaume Stm had given orders that a number of 

pliticcl prisoners estimated at 170, be shot by their guards 

if fighting broke °frt. These orders were carried out so complete- 

ly th t only five prospective victims escaped. With his govern- 

ment in collapse, the President took refuge in the French Legation 

There he was seized by a mob and his body torn to pieces. Admiral 

Caperton, who had been intervening in Haitian affairs for some- 

time, notified Washington that the British, French, and United 

States diplomatic agents urged intervention re hc landed marines 

and seamen on July 23, 1915. There was no serious local oppo- 

sition to the Admiral's action and it was agreed that the better 

class of Haitians were glad of what had been done. 

For the week following the intervention Admir:11 Caperton 

was busy considering possibilities for the resident 's office. 

On August 10, 1915, the Navy Department sent word to allow the 

election whenever the Haitians wished and on August 12th, the 

Admiral, being reassured regarding his sentiments toward the 

United States, permitted Senator Sudre Dartiguenave to be elected 

to the office. The neWPresid4t was then informed that ho would 

be recognized when the Haitian Congress authorized hi to sign a 

treaty allowing United States control of the customs houses and 

gendarmerie. 

The Chamber of Deputies aTlprovel the treaty with reasonable 

alacrity; but the Senate balked, so conditions renained deadlocko 

until November 10, 1915, when the Secretary of the Navy notified 



Admirel Caperton that he was to have president Dartiguenave call 

a cabinet session with the Admiral nresont. The Admiral was then 

to state that if the treaty failed of ratification the United 

States Government would proceed actively with the pacification 

of the country a d would be forced to retain control while it 

supnorted the Dcr tiguonave administration. The instructions 

closed with the veiled threat th:t it was exnected that this 

would be made sufficiently clear so as to remove all opposition 

and secure ininediate ratification. The cabinet meeting was held 

the next morning and so persuasive was the Admiral's presentation 

th,t te vote in the Senate was 2 for and 9 against ratification. 

Secretary of State Lansing frankly recognized that the 

course of the United States was hih handed and al invasion of 

Haitian Independence, but he was clearly appalled at the devel- 

onments renortel. He later stated tiat tile two reasons for the 

intervention were the wish to terninate the terrible co aditions 

of ancrchy, savagery, and oppression in the republic and to fore- 

stall foreign efforts to establish customs c-ntrol or a seizure 

of territory. 

Some pernons have criticized our ,:olicy in this matter, 

believing that on the Iflole crated more nroblens than it 

solved. !s in all situations of this type, tie a nearence of a 

strong nation bullying a weak, ill becomes our country wlich 

ivs posed as the groat defender of freed° : end democracy, How 

ever, it seems to .ne writer t at under t,e ton existing con . 

ditions any action sort o that take could have been but 

temporary in effect and could neither have nroduced lasting 

results nor offer any solution of the questions involved. 


